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News In Brief
Text of NASA tapes from ill-fated
Space Shuttle Challenger crew
WASHINGTON (API - Here is a transcript of the tape of the
space shuttle Challenger's internal intercom system from the
moment of liftoff:
Liftoff: Mission Specialist Judith A. Resnik - "Aaall riiight."
1 second: Pilot Michael J. Smith - "Here we go."
a
7 seconds: Commander Francis R. "Dick" Scobee "Houston, Challenger roll program." (Normal initiation of vehicle roll.)
11 seconds: Smith - "Go, you mother."
14 seconds: Resnik -"LVLH."(Reminder for a cockpit switch
change, local verticle-local horizontal.)
15 seconds: Resnik - "(Expletive) hot."
16 seconds: Scobee - "Ooohh kaaay."
19 seconds: Smith - "Looks like we've got a lot of wind here
today."
20 seconds: Scobee - "Yeah."
22 seconds: Scobee - "It's a little hard to see out my window
here."
28 seconds: Smith - "There's 1,0,000 and mach-point-5." (half
the speed of sound.)
30 seconds: garble
35 seconds: Scobee - "Point-nine." (routine velocity report at
0.9 mach.)
(Cont'd on page r)

Elsewhere...
Ft) the Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - Wage increases in new contracts for
union workers in private industry this year are roughly half
the
size of previous raises, but economists say the picture may
not be
as bleak as it first appears.
DETROIT (AP) - The leader of 7,000 striking city workers
called for outside help today after his members overwhelmingly
rejected a contract endorsed by union officials, sending
a
municipal strike into its 14th day.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Supreme Court Justice William H.
Rehnquist, his nomination to become the nation's 16th chief
justice opposed vigorously by civil rights groups and
some
Democrats, is beginning his formal quest for Senate
confirmation.
WASHINGTON - The release of the Rev. Lawrence Jenco by
radical Moslem kidnappers in Lebanon comes within weeks of a
secret trip to Syria by CIA Director William Casey, administration officials say.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, presenting Vladimir
Horowitz the nation's highest civilian award, says the concert artist's recent tour of his Russian homeland reminds U.S. and
Soviet citizens "of our common humanity."
WASHINGTON - When the body of slain American hostage
Peter Kilburn was brought back to the United States in April, it
was without ceremony and without news coverage.

Today's highlight in history: Five years ago, on July 29, 1981,
Prince Charles married Lady Diana Spencer in an elaborate
ceremony televised worldwide from St. Paul's Cathedral in
Condon.

Short-term drought -severity
As of July 12; crop soil moisture index

Severely to
p AbnormaNy 1111 Excessively
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dry
wet to too wet.

Chicago Tribune Map.
Source NOAANSDA
Joint Agricultural Weather Facility
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Brown absent from Fancy Farm list
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) Former Gov.'John Y. Brown Jr.
says he is taking it easy these
days and concentrating on convalescing, not campaigning.
Brown said Monday that his
recuperation from hip surgery
earlier this year will keep him
away from the annual Fancy
Farm picnic Saturday that is the
traditional kickoff of the fall
political season.

e always enjoyed Fam.y
Farm, but I don't plan on going
this year,- Brown
telephone interview with The
Associated Press.
Brown said he has limited his
activities recently .on doctor's
orders.
"I'm getting tired of these
regimens. but I'm staying On
them.- Brown said.
Prown
who %vas governor

from I979-s:t. has said hito run for governor again in 1:0s7
-unless lightning strikes or
and created a cani
piugh finance committee in late
1985 for that purpose..
Since that time, ,though. the
committee has ra ised hit e
money and Brown has not done
much in the way ot polo'1 al
organizing.
'I'm not really doing any
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I •
hip at a
quipped
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race
for t
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International students
assist with excavation
at Wickliffe Mounds
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
International studentsTFom
Italy. Denmark and Spain are
currently joining Americans for
a three-week wQrk project .excavating a portion of the
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center site near, the KentuckyIllinois state line on the Ohio
River.
Through a program known as
the Council on International
Educational Exchange. the
students work on an assortment
of projects throughout the
United States and foreign
countries.
According to Mamo Barbieri
of Milano. Italy. the students
find three main reasons for participating - getting together
with young people from other
countries in other parts of the
world, learning more about the
projects they are working on
and establishing lasting friendships by a means of working
-together.
Barbieri explained that two
summers ago he worked on an
Ellis Island project where
students helped with basic
maintenance around the Statue
of Liberty.
A business and economics student. 22-year-old Barbieri said
he hopes to use his education to
further his career at home.
He currently works part-time
in an Italian version of a
McDonalds fast food restaurant.
Under the direction of archeaologist Dr. Sarah Neusius,
the international students spend
the major part of their days on
the project digging and shifting
through a small, wooded area
adjacent to the popular tourist
site. Some 23 arces comprise the
entire complex first mapped by
Robert Loughridge in 1880.
A graduate of Northwestern
University in Evanston. 111,,
Neusius says the Mounds' summer excavation project has been

greatly aided by the internaIlona! students.
teurmzzg to i.h Harrell,
dean find professor in the college.
of Humanistic StLidies at MSC,
the university helps to the support..the Wickliffe Mounds site.
or the Ancient Buried City as it
was once called, by providing a
stiff archeaologist -and 820.000
additional support for the
employment of an assistant.
Dr. Kit Wesler, presently in
•-•--- -(Cont'd.on page 2)
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International students at the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center help with excaxation of a portion if
the site as shown above. In the bottom photo, Sebastia Nlartin Medley I. 19, from Barcelona. Spain and
Dr. Sarah Ne eusius excay ate a portion of last VI eek's dig. In the top photo, Nlamo Barbieri. 22. from
Milano. Italy and an unidentifed new friend examine segments of the earth for artifacts from the
Wickliffe Nlounds site.
•1.4.1
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A fall community affair, selt
IT:111S 1100ths, .1 pip( 0111
I)
f improvement and local railroad
off contest
contest, an antique car show
1111prOVPMCIlt course in more.,e y
service were the main topics of
ami a fish try sponsored by the
again this Ytiar
business at the regular meeting
Murray and Blood P.1%.e.t bass
Sic vi' Zeti, tAt.1:1,41IN
%ICU presi
of the Murray -.Calloway
clubs
dent. all lOra I
be
Chamber of Commerce Monday.
The one,day festix al is tiettlg11
invited to an intormatodhei
Sept. 20 was announced as the
tql as a Wt`It'01111. for students
meeting aboot the. l'enitSi'' In
date selected. for a FalrFestival
and to identify and
August
in the Park. jointly sponsored by
Senior rIlli I, 11 s
I 0 1 II
Zea •1111,11*111V1S0111011.1141,1r11411,1
the chamber and the Murraycorrimirnity
meeting s.•he.ttiled In l'arts
Calloway County Parks board__ ._.. _AIsu ...Monday _the.. clianiber _ Tenti_today.aLw_luth ,irea ship
The event will feature arts and
boirrel agreed to sponsor the
pers art+ lir 411St IISS the (.'t47's..
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Forecast
Tonight: Warm and muggy
with isolated evening
thunderstorms. Low in the
mid 70s. Light south wind
Tuesday: Continued hot
and humid with a 20 percent'
ckance of more afternoon
thunderstorms. High in the
mid 90s. Light south Wind

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Like
13arkley Lake.

857.9
357 8

railroad
The plan %\
earlier this
the rail line that r
.1‘ through Pat is
arc • \I"'
discus- kk ays the'N t aft ft! •
tN'Tr ;rife-rest In rail seri I,
f

ottl .41 on

race 2'

Collins and cabinet in Paducah tonight
FRANKFORT, Ky. -( AP) Gov. Martha Layne Collins and
most of her cabinet 1 vilJ take
part in a pu,blic !brain Irr
Paducah to answer questions
from residents of 10 far western
counties, her office has
announced. •
The "public forum" will be
held today at 7 p.m. CDT at the
Executive Inn in Paducah. Ac:
cording to the governor's press
office, the forum is directed

especially at the eight comities
in the Purchase .Art•J 1 1t'Ve•I0p
tillt•111
I nslriet and Crittenden
•
:old 1 avAston counties
Collins pt•ess secretary. lial.-'bara fIaiIItv •Smith. said, the
forum will joirly be the first 01
several aeross the state
ledgett that Col
tins two bei:
. 0 critieiZed by many.
western. Kentla ky political and
husiness leader's for ignoring the

especially in the slat, econonite. development efforts
-She's sensitive that people Ice!' that perhaps
haven't
'gotten their fair share" of new
industrial rirojects., smith said
‘eilljell the
Snlith
. local people she rail sell the
state to a prospeel. but it is up to
-local communities to attract iti-- ttivtdiriniimpanies
%%hilt. in western IX'entocky'.
will tour the Kentucky
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Area,

date Penitentiary at I
'
,
xXedoesday

Hy •

,satel
%%ant a tirst-hand look .11 the
maximum-security prisem_ the.
ot a recent disttirtrance ii d
still under the ovensight oi t'
federal court
Collins will also speak at a Inn
chenn oh the Honk insvitti,
01. Gom me Ii
('ha Illbe
On
yk.fecinesday
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Brothers plead guilty
to mail-fraud charges
Canoway County brothers
Dale and James Spann have
each entered guilty pleas to one
count of a seven-count indictment scheduled for trial today in
U.S. District Court.
Sentencing for the brothers
was set for Aug. 29 by federal
district Judge Edward
Johnstone following their guilty
pleas today.
The two had been charged
with mail fraud in "basically
and simply an odometer
rollback scheme." Duane
Schwartz, assistant U.S. Attorney said following today's
court action.
The • charges involving the
mailing of a check from a bank
in Murray to a bank in Louisville
as payment for the alleged vehicle on which the goverment
claimed the odometer had been

rolled back
Dale Spann. a 22-year veteran
with the Murray Police Department, held the rank of captain
when he retired in May of this
year. His retirement was announced after he was indicted by
a federal grand jury.
In the indictment, Dale Spann
is listed as the owner of Spann
Used Cars in Murray. James
Spann, a employee with several
years service as a Murray
fireman, was suspended from
duty following his indictment
pending the outcome of the case.
He has been employed as his
brother's used car business.
As part of the plea agreement. the United States has
agreed not to make any recommendatio-n as to fine or
sentence." Schwartz said in a
telephone interview.

Lawsuit against
county dismissed

-

City school
officials set
for radio
broadcasts
During the week of August 4-8,
representatives of the Murray
Independent School System *ill
discuss various aspects of the
operation of the city schools on
local radio WSJP.
On Monday. August 4, Murray
High School prinicipal Bill Wells
will be featured on the interview
program. which runs from 8
a.m. to 9 a.m. On Tuesday. principal Willie Jackson will discuss
plans for Murray Elementary
School this year. The elementary - Writing To Read"
computer-assisted reading instruction program will be expanded this year to include
children in the first grade. Murray Middle School principal
John Hina will also be interviewed on "Morning at McDonald's"
on August 5. Assistant
Superintendent Eli Alexander
and Food Services Coordinator
Judy Hina will be interviewed on
Wednesday. August 6. Alexander is in charge of bus
transportation for the Murray

International students from Spain, Italy and Denmark joined others from the United States recently for
a summer work program at the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center site. The Ancient Buried City, as it
was once called, diplays the life of early "Mound Builders." Above,the students assist with the excavation of a portion of the site.

opened the area for public
were ceremonial centers. The
visitation immediately. The
mounds were built by the coorKings conducted numerous exdinated labor of people from
schools and also serves as direc(Cont'd from page 1)
cavations through 1945 which
hamlets and farmsteds in the
tative of the estate of Joe Bruce tor of pupil personnel.
Calloway County. its county
Africa, is the staff archeaologist
resulted in the recovery of many
surrounding countryside, who
Wilson, former road supervisor,
judge-executives
Brian
and
Kwapil
is
the
and its
On August 7, WSJP will
fine artifacts and valuable
came togetherk at "the mound
and Mary Hopson, executrix of
magistrates under two adassistant.
evidence of Mississippian life Infeature
the
Headstart
program
centers for important occasions.
the estate of Gil Hopson, former
ministrations have received a
"With
exception
the
of
these
with director Judy Whitten and
dians who once dwelled there. In
At Wickliffe, high bluffs
magistrate.
judgment dismissing a lawsuit
two areas of funding, some'up1946 he donated the property to
overlooking the two major
The summary judgment hand- the Murray Vocational School,
filed against them in connection
front
at
money
the
of
the
time
Paducah's Western Baptist
waterways affored an excellent
ed down by Judge Edward with principal Jim Lawson.
with the 1984 death of a Henry
transfer of ownership and
Hospital, who in turn later
view of the rivers. Extensive
Johnstone
releases all but the
County. Tenn., man.
assistance
grants.
several
from
The Murray Board of Educatransferred ownership to MSU
river and creek bottoms providMaddox's and Mrs. Hopson as
The suit was filed in U.S.
the site is self-supporting by the
tion
in 1983 as a symbol of the
is
the
grantee
for
the
ed plenty of fertile soil for raisdefendants
in the case.
District Court following the
admissons
means
and
fees
of
recognition of scientific imporing their crops.
In his ruling, Johnstone said. federally-funded Headstart prodeath of John N. Nichols in July
revenues generated from contance
gram
and educational potential
which
serves
a
threeThe Wickliffe Mounds location
"It
is
undisputed
that county
1984. Nichols was fatally injured
sales
cessions
Harsite,"
at
the
of the site.
county area. The Murray Area
is
believed to have been a
employees
rebuilt
the
bridge
when the Texgas Corporation
rell said.
While in the hands of Western
ceremonial site. According to a
sometime in the early 1970's and Vocational Educational Center
truck he was driving fell through
$30-40,000
anCurrently
some
Baptist. proceeds from the site
recent report, a piece of charred
repaired the bridge, in .is located adjacent to Murray
a private, wooden bridge in
nually is coming in from admishelped to build the hospital
High School and sen+s both
wood from the site has been.
December
1980."
Calloway County.
• .
he
out.
sions,
pointed
facility.
Murray and Calloway County
carbon-dated
at A.D. 1120 to 1190
Citing
sovereign
immunity
for
Nichols was delivering fuel to
Harrell said that among those
It was in the mid-1800's that
by scientists at the University of
counties and county employees. High School students as well aik. helping _tcrsupport the -research the Maddox residence off of Ky.
American scholars began ' to
Illinois.
Johnstone granted the summary adults
121 South when the accidentcenter by grants, are the Naunravel th'e ntystery of the lost
The Wickliffe Mounds
judgment
motion
filed on their
:occurred.
tional Science Foundation, -the
people then known as the
Research Center was entered in
behalf by Murray attorney John
The suit was filed by Nora
Great River Road Project and
"Mound builders," Today it is
the National Directory of
A. Gregory.
Nichols against Frank Maddox
the Kentucky Heritage_ Council
known that several prehistoric
Historical Places in early 1985.
According to._ Gregory, Mary
and Jay Maddox as well as
as well as several others.
groups built mounds, and that
Hopson representing her husformer Judge-Executive Robert
"We are staying alive and
they were ancestors of modern
band's estate, is still a deMidant
0_ Miller and current -- Judgemaking it," he added.
American Indians.
in
the
case.
Executive George Weaks,
Harrell noted that he hoped to
The most recent group are
The lawsuit claims negligence
magistrates who served a the
see the site continue to develop
A free Small Business Tax
those
known as the Mississipin
the
construction
and
fiscal courts during their terms.
as (Al a reserach center, (BI a
(Cont'd from page I)
Workshop will be held in Murpian people. Beginning about
maintenance of the bridge.
Sue Wilson, personal representourist attraction and (C) a
ray. Kentucky on Tuesday,
of delaying political decisions
A.D. 800 in the lower Mississippi
August 5. and Wednesday, repository for material
until the last moment and most
valley. the Mississippian culture
unearthed.
August 6. The workshop will be
observers felt that an apspread along the'great rivers of
"We've _had people from the
co-sponsored by the Internal
pearance at Fancy Farm would
the Eastern United States.
University of Kentucky. the = Wherever
Revenue Service, the Kentucky
serve notice that he should be
there was rich, easily
University of Illinois. the
Small Business Development
considered a serious candidate.
farmed soils along the river botUniversity
of Tennessee, HarCenter. the U.S. Small Business
Even without Brown, this
toms, Mississippian Indians
vard and the mithsonian at the
Administration and the Kenyear's 106th edition of the picnic
learned to rely on agriculture
site at one time or another," he
tucky Unemployment Division.
for St. Jerome Catholic Church
for their food staples. Along with
stated.
The workshop will be held at
promises to be a showdown with
domesticated crops, people
Harrell said the possibilities of
Murray-Calloway County
the other five Democrats inpassed on ideas, including a
Chamber of Commerce. establishing a degree at MSU in
terested in replacing Gov. Marceremonial system most visibly
anthropology have currently
Highway 641 North, Murray,
tha Layne Collins.
marked by large earthen
Even though a local drug store
tamination has been received in
been placed on hold, citing the
Kentucky.
Lt. Gov, Steve Beshear,
mounds.
owner 'and police officials inseveral areas of the country durneed for sufficient student
Class hours will be from 1:30
former Gov. Julian Carroll,
By A.D. 1500, the great mound
dicate they think it is a hoax,
ing the past several weeks.
enrollment. Harrell said some
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
state Sen. Joe Prather, 1983 cancenters of the central Mississipthey are proceeding as it MonAs a precaution, however, he
25-30 majors in the area would
5,
August
and from 8:30 a.m. to
didate Grady Stumbo and Lexpi Valley were deserted, for
day's anonymous threat that a
concurred with the removal of
probably be needed to justify
12:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
ington businessman Wallace
reasons yet unknown, but,
pain-reliever had been conthe drugs from the shelves at
such a program. "But, it's still
August 6.
Wilkinson are all scheduled to
elesewhere in the Southeast,
taminated with cyanide is real.
Byron's.
in our future," he noted.
make speeches.
European explorers met peoples
Murray police Detective
Anyone wishing to attend
Only one package of Advil had
The university does, however. still
Brown had surgery in Califorcarrying
on
lifeways
Charles Peeler said today
should
call
the
IRS toll free at
been sold by Byron's in the past
offer some related courses as
nia in February to replace the
descended from the Mississipresults from laboratory tests of
1-800-424-1040 and ask for the
several days and store
general electives.
socket in his right hip. Surgery
pians: people such as the Choca sample of the product. removLouisville Taxpayer Education
employees contacted that purAccording to previously
was also performed on his left
taw. the Chickasaw and the
ed from the shelves of Byron's
Coordinator, or you may call the
chaser to ask that it be returned.
released materials about the
hip
to relieve pressure from
Tunica.
Safe-T discount pharmacy MonSmall
Business
Development
Forbus said anyone who has
site, Colonel Fain White King
arthritis.
Explorers descriptions of
day. should be available by the
Center at' (502) 762-2856. You
purchased the pain-reliever
and Blanche Busey King, who
these Indians help to interpret
The recuperation forced
end of this week.
may also write to the IRS, P.O.
from him should bring it back to
purchased the site in the 1930's
Brown to rely on crutches for
the remains of Mississippian
The incident surfaced Monday
Box 1216. Louisville, Kentucky
the store if they are concerned
about six weeks and a cane for a
villages like those of Wickliffe
morning when an employee of
40201
about its safety.
time thereafter. The 52-year-old
Mounds.
the Murray Ledger & Times was
Wickliffe Mounds was one of
former governor said his
told by the anonymous female
A telephone check with other
many Mississippian towns built
recuperation "seems to be comcaller that she had "put cyanide
local drug stores Monday afteralong the Mississippi River and
ing along on schedule" but has
in all the Advil at Safe-T.
noon revealed that no other
its major tributaries. Such
been "aggravating,
(Cont'd from page I)
The newspaper immediately
similar threats_had been receivtowns
are
bothersome."
marked
their
by
reported the phone call to local
today's meeting.
ed. Two of the eight pharmacies
mounds, usually several
Browns doctor said the hip
police and to Byron Forbus-,
The chamber board was adpolled did say that as a safety
problem
mounds
was a form of arthritis
built
around
a
central
owner of the pharmacy. Forbus
vised t17T—the South Eastern
measure. they voluntarily
that was the result of the use of
Lisa Heussner of Pekin, Ill., a plaze area.
voluntarily removed Advil from
Book building at the industrial
removed Advil from their
cortisone for treatment of lung
The towns were residential
May 1986 graduate of Murray
the shelves of his store and
park is approximately 75 pershelves after learning of the incomplications following the
State University, will spend centers, some with popultions
notified the drug's manufaccent complete and that the
cident involving Byron's.
some special time in Atlantic Ci- numbering in the thousands. former governor's open-heart
turer and the wholesaler from
water and sewer projects to the
Safety seals were intact on all
Even more important, they
surgery in Lexington in 1983.
ty, N.J., in September.
which he had purchased his
site are about 80 percent
boxes of Advil in his store. ForAs
the
newly
crowned
Miss
Ilsupply.
complete.
bus said Monday.
linois, she will compete in the
A spokeman for the drug comZea also told the board that
Peeler said today that the
Miss America Pageant Tuesday
pany. Whitehall Laboratories.
about
50 people attended the reFood and Drug Administration
through Saturday. Sept. 9-13. inindicated a number of crank
cent "Business After Hours" hot
had offered its assistance in in(('ont'd from page I)
cluding Saturday night's nacalls concerning drug condog roast at the Commerce
vestigating the incident.
40 seconds: Smith — "There's mach 1."
tional
telecast
by
NBC-TV.
Centre
She was selected over 35 other
41 seconds: Scobee — "
through 19,000." (feet.)
contestants in the categories of
43 seconds: Scobee — "OK, we're throttling down." (normal
talent, swimsuit and evening 'thrust reduction.)
wear and an off-stage interview.
57 seconds: Scobee — "Throttling up." (normal throttle inA former national award wincrease to 104 percent of engine thrust.)
ner in speech activities at Mur58 seconds: Smith — "Throttle up."
e
•
C Matti)
ray State, Miss Neussner per59 seconds: Scobee — "Roger."
"Our Name Sa.vs it Allformed as her talent entry a
60 seconds: Smith — "Feel that mother go."
dramatic interpretation of "The
60 seconds: Unidentified — "W000000 h00000."
Belle of Amherst" by William
62 seconds: Smith — "35,000 going through one-point-five."
Luce, which is based on the life
( Altitude of 35,000 feet and speed of 1.5 mach.)
of Emily Dickinson.
65 seconds: Scobee — "Reading 486 on mine." (routine air
She.is presently staying with -speed
Check.) •
her chaperones. Ed- and Jackie
Looks Like A Mattress
, 67 seconds: Smith — "Yep, that's what I've got, too."
Delgenio of Chicago, and a staff
70 seconds: Scobee — "Roger, go at throttle up."
Sleeps Like A Waterbed
`
of consultants who are prepar73 seconds: Smith — "Uh-oh."
ing her for the September event.
73 seconds: loss of all data.
_ "We are really on a whirlwind
School teacher Christ& McAuliffe and Mission specialists
schedule now, because the naRonald McNair and Gregory B. Jarvis are not heard on the
tional pageant is so close," she
recording.
said. "'Nye are so many little.
Mission Specialist Ellison Onitoka's voice Is heard in the cbndetails to take care of. but I
know I'll be ready for the
versajions recorded two minutes prior to launch, much of it quite
- *Custom Draperies
-light-hearted as the.crew awaited liftoff. Per enximple, at 1:58
challenge." *In Home Service
Those "little details" include
before blastoff, Scobee says, "Two minutes, downstairs — you
fittings for a fur' in Chicago.
*Wallpaper !Accessories
got a watch running down there?"
visits with the official Miss
At another point, Scobee refers to a coutine omatIon involving
!Mini-Blinds !Pictures g Mirrors
America Pageant hair designers
a liquid oxgyen vent cap by saying, "There goes the beanie Cap."
and shopping trips to New York
Onizuka replies, "Doesn't it go the other way?"
City to assemble her wardrobe
That crack is followed by laughter.
for the show
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PERSPECTIVE
Electricity was in the desert air of Morocco. Not the
static electricity of Arab-Israeli hatred. Not the impulse
that detonates a terrorist
bomb. But the flowing electricity of human contact between the king of Morocco
and the prime minister of Israel meeting openly for the
first time in history.
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres has returned from
Morocco, where he conferred
with King Hassan II. The details of the meetings are less
important than the fact that
Morocco indirectly recognized Israel by hosting Peres.
This rupture in the wall of
Arab countries isolating the
nation of Israel recalls the
momentous flight of Anwar
Sadat to Jerusalem in 1979.
Sadat's journey marked the
beginning of peace between
Israel and Egypt. The Camp
David peace process broke
down. Then came the Israeli
invasion of Lebanon and the
resurgence of international
Arab terrorism. Seven years
after the miracle of
Jerusalem, it was an act of
courage for King Hassan to
invite Peres to visit. It was an
act of political sagacity for
Peres to accept the invitation.
Peres faces a transfer of
power to Foreign Minister

Yitzhak Shamir, an opponent
of territorial compromise. By
initiating peace talks before
the October transfer, Peres
gives impetus to negotiation
and opens the possibility of
an election that might keep
his Labor party in power.
Hassan faces the shrill
renunciation of Syria and
Libya — and potential revenge from Arab terrorists.
But Hassan, a moderate in
the context of Arab politics,
knows that by meeting with
Israel he is supporting other
Arab moderates, especially
Jordan's King Hussein.
Peace takes more than
electricity. Arabs and Israelis
must pay for peace — not
only with blood, too much has
been spilled already — but
with concessions. The ultimate Mideast compromise
remains: land for security,
territory for recognition.
Morocco is a beginning that
must be followed up quickly,
before the terrorists silence
dialogue with bombs. It would
be welcome if President
Reagan, following the example of President Carter's role
in the Camp David accords,
used his own considerable talent for personal dialogue to
aid the peace process, initiated by Hassan and Peres. The
electricity of Morocco must
be transformed into a current
of dialogue between Israel
and Jordan.

U.S. WNATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
Judiciary committee: more than glamor
The gatekeeping role of the Senate Judiciary Committee, through which all nominees to the Supreme Court must
pass before gaining Senate approval, has made it the participant in many important events in our nation'%history.
And the nomination hearings involving Justice Rehnquist
and Judge Scalia add to this tradition.
But as the newly appointed Chairman of the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Courts, I should quickly point out that
only a small fraction of the Judiciary Committee's work falls
into the glamor category. Certainly, the Subcommittee on
Courts serves as an example.
Last November, the subcommittee held hearings on
farm bankruptcies. The result was a bill, passed by the
Senate;making it easier for farm debtors to remain on the
farm rather than liquidate. The legislation is technical in
nature which makes a high profile nearly impossible. Yet,
the bill would serve an important purpose.
The subcommittee also has jurisdiction over the federal courts and matters involving court reform. Again, the
content of these issues is fairly technical and requires a
methodical approach if the legislation that results is to be
meaningful. Inarguably, improving efficiency in the court
system addresses a very real need and it is one of the reasons why I sought the chairmanship of the subcommittee.
But it will never be a glamor ,issue.
A possible exception is the liability insurance crisis and
the legislation I have proposed to address the crisis through
reform of our tort system, which is the legal framework for
providing awards for damages. While my appointment as
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Courts should broaden
my opportunities to act on tort reform, the liability insurance crisis may cease to be the hot issue it is today before
substantive tort reform occurs.
That, along with the fact that tort reform will also require a methodical effort, means that the glamor may not
be here either.
If glamor and the glare of TV lights becomes a requirement for considering a bill or some other legislative activity
important, then a great deal of what happens in the Senate
Judiciary Committee doesn't rate. But the fact of the matter is that if the not-so-glamorous issues were not acted
upon, we would probably have more glamor because more
hot issues would be created through the delays.
I expect the Subcommittee on Courts to be more than
glamor. And my experience so far on the Judiciary Committee suggests that it will be.

My garden hasn't turned out
at all well this year.
It only consisted of four
tomato plants. two bell pepper
plants. one hill of squash and one
of cucumbers.
All the plants were given to
me by Allen McCoy, who every
year raises a very 'carefully
planned. planted and bountiful
garden behind his home on
Sycamore.
Allen tried to give me more
plants — back yonder some six
or eight weeks ago — but. judging from my past gardening experience. I thought those few
would fill our needs.
The one year I planted a
garden and spent what seemed
like an eternity pulling bermuda
grass. I, not knowing anything
about it, planted two rows of
cucumbers — 32 hills in all. 16 to
the row.
The first thing I knew. I had so
many cucumbers I couldn't even
keep them picked, much less use
them or give them away. I tried
to give them to any and
everybody who would take them
and still couldn't keep up with
them coming off the vine.
I would pick them every night
when I came home from work
and it wasn't long before
everything on the place was full
of cucumbers. If I-happened to
miss one, the next day it would
be the size of a football.
• • •
The same with the squash.
Cathryn is the only one at dur
house who really likes squash.
so I thought a dozen hills of that
would keep her supplied.
They did and just about
anyone else who would take
them.
From this experience, I felt
that one squash plant and the
one cucumber plant would produce all we would need of each.
But it didn't work that way

The cucumber vine produced
a couple about the size of an egg,
then dried up and died. We
thought at first the squash was
going to produce. Two small
ones appeared and got about the
size of a cigar butt, then they.
too, dried up and fell off. The
vine
shows signs of life, but
its producing days are over.
The two pepper plants started
out like they were going to. keep
us in stuffed peppers into the
fall, but the three big peppers
they produced must have been
their quota. They just quit after
those matured.
• • •
The tomatoes. however. are
another story. The four plants
not only are producing all the
tomatoes we can possibly use,
but enough for us to give some
away to friends-.
Only the first one had a bad
spot in the bottom and had to be
thrown away. Every one since
then has been nice and firm.
Allen tells me they are of the
Ramapo variety, and not only
are they good producers but
their stalks are thick and sturdy.
They have to be the way they
produce. The tomatoes, too, are
smooth and average size.

Sarah and Daddy

• • •
A cute thing happened this
past Sunday at the invitational
golf tournament at the Murray
Country Club.
Young Dr. Johnny Quertermous, having shot an even par
72 the day before, was playing in
the "leaders" foursome with
Scott Nall, Jr.. Jimmy Brown
and Homer Branch.
They only had two holes of the
36 in the tournament left to play
and had reached the tee of the
190-yard 3-par 17th hole.
I've got to credit my Green
Johnny was on the tee getting
Plains Road. friend, Joe • Pat
his ball ready to hit when out of
Farley, though. with, telling me
the gallery ran his little 3
how to make them grow. "Get a
1/2-yearold daughter,. Sarah,
little of that 'Rapid Grow' stuff ....._traight up the fairway to the tee
and mix it with the water," he
and holding out her arms to her
said. "Put that to 'em about, daddy.
every two weeks, and they'll
.4jf cotire. play was temgrow!"
porarily suspended while
The cucumber and squash
Johnny went out to meet her.
plants have long since given up.
swept her up in his arms and
and the two pepper plants are
took her. back to where his wife,
little more than ornaments now,
Terry. waited with their little
but the tomatoes just keep on
boy.
producing.
Then, back to the tee to hit his
My dad was a great gardner,
shot and finish the round.
but if he handed that talent
Incidentally, little Sarah will
along to any of the boys, he missbe four years old on Sept. 27, the
ed me.
same day her grand-daddy. Dr.

John C. Quertermous, also
observes another birthday.
• • •
Speaking of golf. I promised
Tommy Sanders I would help
him promote the Murray Shrine
Club's big, annual, invitational
golf tournament,, also at the
Murray Country Club. weekend
after next — Aug. 9 and 10.
This is the 18th time it will
have been played. and entries
are now being accepted on a
first-come, first-served basis as
the field must be held to .232
players. That's all who can get
in their is holes during the
daylight hours.
The entry fee is $45 per player.
This includes the two days of
golf and tickets to the Shriners'
Saturday night dance. Shriners
and their guests who are not
playing in the tournament are
invited to the dance at the going
rate of $15 per couple.
Entries should be sent to Tommy Sanders, Box 401, Murray.
KY 42071. and must be in his
hands by the end of this week
Entry forms also may be obtained from Tommy or any Member
of the Murray Shrine Club.
"This is a Shriners' fun tournament.— says the fun-loving
Tommy. "and all gojfers, duffers. novices and guests are
welcome."„
Tommy is tine of Murray's
most energetic and enthusiastic
Shriners. Prizes, he said, will be
in silverware and golimerchandise. adding that two new cars
hve been made available by Carroll VW-Mazda, Inc., and will be
given to the first two golfers to
score holes-irVone on-designated
holes in the tournament.
• • •
A LOOKALIKE: Professional
golfer Roger Maltbie, who lost
the Greater Hartford Open a
couple weeks ago with a heartbreaking miss of a 3-foot putt,
and Murray physician Dick
Stout.
..0•1

Ten .$ ears ago
Ronald R. Mclndoo of Orlando. Fla., will be speaker at a
gospel meeting at Kirksey
Church of Christ. Aug. 2-S.
A "Come As You Are" Ice
Cream Social, sponsored by
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club, will be Aug. 2

Capitol Ideas

By Lawrence Knutson

WASHINGTON ( AP I
Before he was a member of Congress. before his stormy tenure
as President Reagan's budget
director, before he wrote a tellall book about it all and left town
to become a financier in
Manhattan, David Stockman
was a babysitter for the family
of Sen. Iianiel Patrick
Moynihan, I)-N.Y
This fact was discussed on the
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Senate floor last week. But Sen.
Ernest F. Hollings. I)-S.C.. wasariphatically not impressed.
Hollings. the No. 3 co-author of
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
deficit reduction act, said he
would trust Stockman with
neither his baby -nor the federal
budget.
Hollings had been waxing
furious about detractors of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. contending their -arguments had no
substance.

• •When they talk about
monsters and madness,
manipulation, rogue elephants,
scene of the crime, cutting by
anonymous consent." believe
me they know better than that,"
Hollings said.
"I ran for president myself."
he said. "1 know-if you can get
these clever phrases in and
some journalist picks it up it will
be a colorful story. It will be
•
•
quoted."'
And then he turned to
4
'Stockman who Moynihan had •
cited for his alleged willingness
as budget directonta"dismantle
the domestic side of gover
- n-.ment" to balance the budget.
"1 can only remind - -'the
distinguished ienator from New
York that Stockman was his stu-.,
dent, not Thine; I never did
believe him." Hollings said.
I
r i/ "P-4.14":44k4LAP
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Moynihan sprang to his feet,
'it Iff II/II ail Mil '
'
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privilege." to set the record
straight.
"Mr. Stockman was my
babysitter, not my student."' he
declared.
."There is no need- to make it
personal privilege about it."'
Hollings said. "The senator is
the one who told me about his
relationship with Mr. Stockman,
I am not making it up."
No. said Moynihan. Stockman
was not his student. "He lived
with us. I was very happy to
have him. In return for living
quarters. his principal responsibilities were to do babysitting
occasionally."
Hollings allowed as how he
was convinced.
"In any event.. I would not
trust .him with the baby." he
said.
'There is no question 'In my
mind that Mr.'Stockman is the
biggest charlatan I have ever
seen since I have been in
Washington," Hollings . continued. :lie double talked
.everything, He was quick. He
was clever. He was brilliant In
. his activity.
Bbt do not use.. David
Stockman as a reason ( to be)
against this particular meaSure
because I do not believe you will
ever fine that awful kind of artful dodger activity in the Office _
of Management and Budget ever
again."

Gedric Paschall was speaker
at a meeting of Baptist Men of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
held July 19 at Triangle Inn.
Jennifer Lovett. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Lovett.
has graduated from School of
Radiologic Technology at Baptist Memorial Hospital. Memphis. Tenn.
Twent.v years ago
Bids have been opened on
three water retarding structures
on West and East Forks of
Clark's River. according to
Brown C. Tucker. contracting .
officer
Pony League advanced to Sectional Tournament with
a 12 to I win over Madisonville.
Bob Taylor was Murray pitcher.
Kent McCuiston. a member of •
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club.
tied for first place in Dairy
Judging Contest held at Purchase District Fair at Mayfield
Lettuce is listed as selling for
19 cents per head at Jim Adams
IG A this w eek
Thirt.t .sears ago
The Lynn Grove High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America voted to send a Dairy
Judging Team composed of Dale
Spencer. Gerald Murdock and
Paul Black to Kentucky State
Fair at Louisville this summer.
according to Tommy McNeely.
president.
A Red Cross beginner swimmMg class will be scheduled at
Murray Country Club with Jo
Cleta Williams as teacher. according to John T !man. club
president.
The Rev Troy Outland of
Savannah. Tenn., - will be
speaker at a revival at Russell's
Chapel Methodist Church,
Troop 45 of Boy Scouts com- •
pleted a week's camping trip at
Boy Scout Reservation on
fortattian creek. July 22-2& acebrding to *Cleo Sykes,. scbut•
rhaster. and Bill Fair and Woody
H e r. n don. ,
as
s't a n t
scoutmasters.
Showing at Murray Drive-In
Theatre is "The Rose Tattoo"
starring Burt Lancaster and Anna Magnani.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In area...served by carriers $400 per month
payable In advance. By mall In Calloway County and to'Bentort; Hardin.
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By M.C. Garrott

This year's squash and cucumbers
won't win any State Fair ribbons .

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Garrott's Galley

Hassan's bid
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Friday wedding planned by couple
The Rev. and Mrs.
John W. Terry of Rt. 6,
Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter. Anita
Sue.. to William Lee
Alexander. son of Mr
and Mrs Gerald I.
Alexander. RI
7.
• Murray
Miss Terry received
her Bachelor of Science'
degree from University
of Tennessee at Martin.
She now _is employed
in Production Control at
Briggs & Stratton Co.,
Murray
Mr. Terry attended
Murray State University. He now is employed
• by' (iuy Cumuniham,
building contractor.
The wedding will be
soletnniztqt on Friday.
Aug 1, at
p iii at the
hornt ‘t the brideele( I's parents
Ali tr:ends anti
relatives arc invited to
:Mend

•

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Registration at library

Ladies' event at Oaks

Registration f3r Story Hours for the 1986-87
school year at Calloway Public Library has
started. Anyone interested in participating in
Story Hours should contact the library at
753-2288. The revised times for Story Hour are as
follows: Tuesday - Parents arid 'Two-year-olds.
9:30 to 10 a.m.; Story Hours from 10:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.; Wednesday Parents and Two-year-olds, 9:30 to 10 a.m.;
Story Hours from 10:30 to 11:36 a.m. and 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. These times will begin Tuesday. Aug.
5, and persons are urged to register immediately
as spaces will Mil up fast, according to Holly
Bloodworth, program director for the library.

Ladies' Stag Night at Oaks Country Club is
scheduled for Thursday, July 31, at 5:30 p.m. at
the club. In charge of arrangements are Ada
Roberts and Melva Hatcher.

Forsyth gets badge
Cadet Michael J. Forsyth, son of Jack W. Forsyth of Rt. 4, Mayfield, was presented the Air
Assault Badge upon graduation'• from
Army's air assault school at Fort
Tranees learned to rapidly and safely exit a
helicopter from a variety of difficult situations,
whether descending into tree tops or lowering
themselves or injured soldiers down sheer drops.
Forsyth is a student at Murray State University.

TC1TV and
Lee Alcxandcr to marry

Four babies born Monday at hospital
°••• • Newborn admissions
. Mt•Curny baby • girl.
and' dismissals at parents. Kay-Tind Schtt.
Murray-Calloway C-'ottn- 101 Y'
Paris.
IN- Hospital for .Monday.
h ave been •Requarth baby boy,
releaseI as follows
parents. 'Sian! and
\e%% born adrne•sions
Robert.- 102 It ivieria\1a( ht:syn .bahy girl. Cts . Murray: •
pa rentS. I.a r a and
Ftsher baby boy
)aVid. Rt. 4. Box 345.. parents. Susan -and
Benton
Alvin. 7413 Vine St
Murray

1 het re bat k

HACRISCHOul
Rodney
Dangerfield

Central Center 753-3314

All Seats $2.00
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Bilbrey. Rt. 7. Box 98.
Murray; .
NN.11burn Allen. Box
277. Fulton; Aaron
Moody: Rt. 8. Box 920,
-Murray; Mrs. Clem Collier, Rt. 1. Wingo;
Leon Perry Miller, Rt.
1. Box 89, Almo; Mrs.
Lula Dell Roberts. Rt. 4, •
Box 22. Murray.

Singles plan meeting
Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday.
July 31, at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom, Education Building. First United Methodist Church.
.Glen Windsor will be the leader for the niScussion on "History of Calloway County." Murray
Single Connection is a Christian singles - group
which provides fellowship, social events, personal growth and acceptance for single adults of
all ages, whether never married, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call
Dick at 436-2174. Ruth at 753-3735 or Linda at
75.3-9414.
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Right Mind Would've
Left Her." George
Strait
2. "Rock in' With the
Rhythm of the Rain,",
The Judds
:i. "Until I Met You."
Judy Rodman

RUTHLESS
PEOPLE

tag
g (Ill I I i e s (- a n
hover, Ily bat-kw-aid.
forward. up .and down.
and fly with IS times
their Ow n weight.

"Reflections of the Past: A Kentuck
y
Sampler," an exhibition of historic
al
photographs, will- open at The
Kentucky
Museum. Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, on Tuesday, Aug. 5, and
will continue
through Friday, Sept. 26. Hours of showing
wIl be
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tuesday through
Saturday,
and 1 to 4:30 p.m., Sunday. Circulated by
the
Kentucky Department for Library and Archives
,
the e)hibit uses photographs from 'collecti
ons at
Berea College. Western Kentucky University's
Kentucky Library, The Filson Club, and from
-'photographic archives at the Universities
of
Kentucky and Louisville.

'Sledgehammer' top
record for past week
Best-sellidg records of
the week of July 27 based on Cashbox
niagazine's nationwide
sri I've''.'
have been
released as follows:
1. "Sledgehammer,Peter Gabriel
2. "Invisible Touch,"
Genesis
3. "Nasty." Janet
Jackson
4. "Danger Zone.''
Kenny I.oggins

5. "Glory of Love."
Peter Cetera
6. -chervil Be Sad
Songs t To Make You
Cry 1." Billy Ocean
7. "Holding Back the
Years." Simply Red
S. "Love Touch.'• Rod
Stewart
9 . "I' a pa 1)0 n t
Preach." Madonna
10. "Your Wildest
/reams," The Moody
Blues

Off

Closeout on Keepsake®
Diamond Rings and
Wedding Bands

(Includes salad bar, potato,
baked beans and bread)

Danny DeVito
Judge Reinhold
7 RA 4151 0141

t‘Ne,

"All The Pork Ribs You Can Eat.

My Little
Pony
NI 4%

Exhibition planned

West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. Board of
Directors will meet Thursday, July 31. at 3 p.m.
at Central Kitchen dining room at North Eighth
and James Streets, Mayfield. Nancy Wells, office/personnel manager, urges all board
members to attend.

4. "You're the Last Stat It! lInt Oilers
Thing I Needed
7 "Ilea rts Aren't
Tonight," John - Nlade
lireak.- They're
Alade to Love.- Lee
Schneider
5. "On the Other Hand (intern.). °tot
"Sax- m My Love for
- Can't Stop Now."
You.- Pake McEntire
Randy Travis
9. "Love at the F'ive
6. -Count on Me,"
,The
a lid I 11 in 4.. `' Kathy
Vlattea
e Got a New
141 •
Ilea rt., chi • • Pi(
Skaggs

Thursday Night Only

Kid
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[Nil LA

The Movie

Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following: Jimmy
Cherry. Murray, and Edward Stevens, Sedalia,
from Lourdes; Robbie Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Donna Galloway. Farmington, and Charles Harmon, Hamlin, from Western Baptist.

Board plans meeting

Countrv-western top weekly records listed
liest
(
wester!: ...cords
IV.•vk w .1
27 1,.-•

Patients dismissed

"Quality Makes The Difference"

Bargain
Matinee
DAILY

1

DismksaI4,
Mrs. Shirley Speed
and baby girl. Rt. 7. Bo
:.
1 59. Mayfield: Mrs .1en
infer Howell anti batty
girl. Rt. 4. Box
Benton:
Mrs. Zandra Barri iw .
107) Williams Ave.. Mnrray : James Tharpe.

Poo.

The Ladies' Thursday Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club will play Thursday. July 31. at 8:30
a.m. at the club courts. A substitute will be
• Shirley Homra. The lineup is as follows: Court
One - Joni Billington. Emmy Edwards. Wilda
Purdom and Frances Hulse; Court Two - Lois
Keller, Bobbie Weatherly, Sharon Brown and
Sharon Wells. -

he Dakota
Pork Ribs
Special $6.95

•

The Paris-Henry Codfity Arts Council and
Commercial Bank and Trust Company, Paris,
Tenn., invite all Henry County artists and those
previously from Henry County to participate in
the annual "Community Artist's Showcase" to
be held Aug. 10-29 at downtown branch of Commercial Bank, Paris. Both amateur and professionals are encouraged to submit as many as
three original two-dimensional paintings or
drawings in any media or combination of media.
If interested persons should give name, address,
phone number, and title, medium, size and price
of entries and send to Paris-Henry County Arts
Council, P.O. Box 1045, Paris, Tenn., no later
than Aug. 4. For information call Pam Mitchell
Yarber, at 1-901-642-3955.

Murray Band Boostrs will have an ice cream
social for band members, parents and directors
on Thursday. July 31. at 7 p.m. at Murray High
School. This will be in honor of the new band
director, John McDonald. All members and
parents are urged to attend this special event to
meet the new director and plan for the coming
year's activities for the band, said Glen Hendren, president of the Boosters Club.

Anita Sue

The Other Side

Showcase scheduled

Band event Thursday

Tennis play Thursday

ilLIRja
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MOVIES

Reunion at Hazel Center
A Guthrie and Jetton reunion will be Sunday,
Aug. 3, starting at 11 a.m. at Hazel Community
Center. A basket dinner will be served. All
relatives and friends are invited. For more information call Mildred Guthrie, 492-8439.

Wepsake
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The Dakota
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The Hitcher
The Delta Force
Spies like Us
Marie
Over 1400 VHS Tapes

A fur ser vice

1510 Chestnut St.
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family restaurant"

759-9755
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New

FURCHES
JEWELRY
113 S. 4th 753-2835

Now Open At The New Wonder Waters

eNfret'r KY. CRAFTS & ANTIQUES!
at Kentue!cii Lake

Owy. 641 Gilbertsville, Ky.

*

1 2 Miles from Ky. Dam
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Local couple married for 5 years
Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Swift celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary on Sunday. June 29.
at their home.
The celebration was
hosted by their son,
Nick Swift and his wife.
Alyce, of Nashville.
Tenn.. and their two
daughters. Miss Tina
Swift .and Miss Sheri
Swift of Murray.
Family and friends
gathered together for a
potluck dinner in their
honor. The cake and gift
table was decorated
with blue wedding bells
and a happy anniversary sign across the
front. The two-tiered
cake was decorated
with blue arid silver
wedding bells and
flowers. The ton pike
had two wedding bells
with "Happy Anniversary' on it.
•Mr. and Mrs. Swift
were married June 24,
1961. at Mt. Carmel
Methodist Church.
Their attendants were
Mrs., Swift's 'brother.
.James Hooper and Mrs.
Hooper.
Mrs. Swift. the former
Patricia Ann Hooper. is
employed in the
business office at
Murray-Calloway County HoSpit:11.

Anniversary reception on Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Swift
Mr. Swift. son of Mrs.
Headley Swift and the

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Vasectomy is
simplest route
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - Can you
please discuss the pros and cons of a
tubal ligation vs. a vasectotry? My
husband and I are 31 gnd have two
children.
DEAR READER - A vasectomy is
a simple. safe and relatively inexpensive office procedure. After each side
of the scrotum has been anesthetized.
the surgeon makes two small incisions. identifies the sperm ducts leading up from each testicle, clips and

late Mr. Swift, is
employed as a se r-

severs the ducts and then closes the
small incision.
Even the simplest form of tubal ligation is more complicated than a vasectomy. The woman must be put to
sleep with general anesthesia.
Through a small abdominal incision,
the gynecologist inserts a lighted instrument in order to identify each
Fallopian tube. Then,through another
abdominal incision, the surgeon inserts asecond device that clasps the
tubes and cauterizes them. This burning seals off the hollow 'Fallopian
tubes. Finally, the abdominal incisions are closed.
In my opinion, vasectomy is preferable to tubal ligation because it is safer and simpler to perform. It -also provides an opportunity for the man to
play an active role in contraception
- a role that has, unfortunately,
largely been left to women in the past.
When properly performed. vasectomies are 100 percent effective. They
do not in any way affect sexual performance, sexual interest, manliness
or general health.
Tubal ligation is also safe and effective when properly performed.

viceman for Ward Elkins Appliance & TV.

However,it is a bit more complicated
than vasectomy and requires general
anesthesia; further, its effectiveness
is much more difficult to assess. A semen analysis can determine if a vasectomy has produced infertility. Discovering if a woman is sterile after
tubal ligation is much less simple.

Mr. amd Mrs. Rudy
Lee McDougal will be
honored on Sunday,
Aug. 3. in celebration of
their 60th wedding
anniversary.
A reception will be
held at the home of their
son, Bill McDougal and
Mrs. McDougal. at 1006
Payne St.. Murray.
All friends and
relatives.are invittNalo j
call during the hours of
to 5 p.m. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts; hut are ask e d tb bring
photographs, clippings
or any other Remis that'
represent memories to
share with the
McDougals for the day.
Mr. and Mrs.
NicDOugal- were married on Aug. 1, 1926.
while setting in a buggy
under a shade tree on
Rushing ,Creek • --Dee
Knight performed the
ceremony.
Their attendants were
Edmond Barrow and
Girlie McDougal.
Mrs. McDougal. the
former Mary Jane Barrow, is the daughter of
the late Jim Barrow and
Mittie Jane Futrell
Barrow.
Mr. McDougal is the
son or the late Relus
McDougal and Tishey
Garner McDougal.
They have one son,
Bill McDougal. who is
married to the former
Jo Eva Weatherford. of
Murray.
JoAnn. Dallas. Texas.
Their five grand- Bo McDougal of
children are Mike Jacksonville, Fla.. Mrs.
McDougal and wife. Larry Teresa i Rogers.

Wednesday.July 31)
Tuesday. July 29
W ednesday,July 30
Murray TOPS take
Fellowship in honor of at The Homeplace-1850:
off pounds sensibly
Dr. William S. Bates, in- Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
Club will meet at 7 p.m. tez•im minister, will be p.m. at Golden Pond
at Health Center.
at 8 p.m. in fellowship Visitor Center: . LBI.
---hall of Memorial Baptist Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Stream Stroll at 2:30
Annual ministers and Church.
-p . ti . at WoodI
wives family picnic of
Bereavement Support Nature Center.
Blood River Baptist
---Association will be at 6 Group will meet at 9:30
Free government
p.m. at Hardin Baptist. a.m. and Living with
Diabetes will meet at 2 commodities will be
Church.
p.m.. both in third floor distributed from 9 a.m.
Diet and I )iabetes will classroom of Murray. to 3:30-p.m. at Comity
meet at 2 p.m. Prepared Calloway County Road Department. Ehst
Sycamore Street.
Childbirth Class will Hospital.
- -----meet it 7 p.m.. both in
Sing Out. Kenthird floor classroom.
Thursday. July 31
y!" will be
Senior citizens' acMurray-Calloway Coun- t
presented at
p.m. at tivities will be from 10
ty Hospital.
Kenlake State Resor•t a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
--and Douglas Centers
'Sing. Out. Kentucky! Park.
- --and from 10 a.m. to 3
will be presented at. 8
Events at Calloway p.m.. at Ellis Center.
p.m. at Kentucky Dam
Public Library will in---Village State Park.
clude Parents and Twos
Free government
---Tenth meeting of at 9:30 a.m. • and Story commodities will be
Summer Youth Series of Hours at 10-30 a.m. and distributed from 9 a.m
Churches of Christ will 3:30 p.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at County
be at 7:30 p.m. at BenRoad Department, East
WMU Council of First Sycamore Street .
ton church.
Baptist Church will
------meet at 4:15 p.m.
West Kentucky Allied
Missions Work • Area
---Services, Inc.. Board of
Group of First United
Homebound Workers Directors will meet at 3
Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of First Baptist Church p.m. at Central Kitchen
of Bob Douglas, - 1502 will meet at 4 p.m.
dining room. - North
--Eighth an,(-1 James
Johnson.
Hazel and Douglas Streets,
Centers will be open
Wednesday.July 30
Ladies' day events at from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Ladies' Stag Night is
Oaks Country Club will for activities by .senior scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
-..- •
include golf at 9 a.m. citizens.
, at Oaks Country Club. •
- -and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
- -.- Events in Land Bet---Junior Golf InvitaLadies of Murray ween the I.akes will in- tional T.ourna merit is
Country Club will start clude Iron Industry at scheduled at Murray
10 30 a.m. and 1:3n r m . Country clot,
golf play at 8:30 a.m.

HOFFMAN'S
Nursery & Greenhouses

August Hours

:
"41140‘.

Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lee McDougal

Hwy. 4 East

iii(

•
I

tord.
Butler

Nt.,y

Genealogical seminar scheduled
Speaker will be Conley
L. Edwards. Archives
and Records Division,
Virginia State Library.
Richmondt Va. He currently supervises the
use of the historically
valuable records of the
Commonwealth of
Virginia. housed in the
archives.
- As an author, he is a
frequent contributor to
Civil War Times Illustrated.- The Virginia
Genealogist and other
\ON -FICTION
• 1. "Fatherhood." Bill history and genealogy
publicatons.
Cosby
Cheryl Jones, publu
2 "Fit for Life."
Harvey and Marilyn services librarian.
University of Kentucky
Diamond
3. "The Rotation Law Library. will speak
for an hour on "Use of
Diet." Martin Katahn
4. -Rock Hudson.: His Kentucky Reports in
Story." Hudson Sr Family Research.•'
Martha A. Lassetter.
Davidson
5. "Callanetics," librarian, Lexington
Branch Library of the
Callan Pinckney
Genealogical Society of
• -..-6,---"Yczn're-Only Old the Church of
Jesus
Once," Dr. Seuss
7. -The Rice Diet
Report," Judy
Moscovitz
8. ''James Herriot's
Dog Stories." James
Herriot

Fiction and non-fiction
top selling books listed

Thursday. July 31
Junior Golf is scheduled at 9 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.ni. in third floor:
classroom, Education
Building. First United
Methodist Church. For
information cau Dick at
436.2174. Ruth at
753-3735 or Linda at
753-9414.
--- Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on
court square in
downtown Murray from
9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3

(('ont'd on page 6)

Best selling 'licioks for
week of July 27 as listed
by Time Magazine have
been released as
follows:
FICTION
1. "Wanderlust."
Danielle Steele
2. "Last of the
Breed." Louis L'Amour
3. "A Matter of
Honor," Jeffrey Archer
.4. "Gone with the
Wind," Margaret
Mitchell
5. "The Bourne
Supremacy.•• RObert
Ludlum
6. "I'll Take Manhattan." Judith Krantz
7. "Act of Will." Barbara Taylor Bradford
8. "The Eighth Com9 . •'Medical
mandment.'' Lawrence Makeover." Ciller &
Sanders
Matthews
9. "The Mammoth
10. "Modern Prevcn
Hunters," Jean M. Auel tion: The New
10. "Lake Wobegon Medicine." 'sailor
Days," Garrison Keillor Rosenfeld

Chri:14 ref Littcr Dav
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Pizza inn

' te:

GET INTO PIZZA INN

Now You're Able
To Get Into
Pizza Inn

AV
air

i

Interested in a
trimmer figure?

PIZZA INN
BUFFET
ALI. 11W CAN EAT

•k4 $2.99
COI Poo.

Size, Sam. T\ ;
Good on Ent.ln.
..r
11•Apires Amor., 7 1

i•

is no% open in the

Wolff Sun
*Shed Inches
*Lose Bulges
,*Tone and,firm muscles
All without sWeating
For More.Details:
Call 753
.
-96.53

759-4512

1,C

•••

•-•••

1.1

I

r .4 4.- 43

1

Buy One Pizza,
Get One Free

Fitness Finesse
Way

Tanning Center
9:00-1:00
Closed Sat. & Sun.

Mrs. Kevin
Angie
Johnson and Mark
McDougal. Murray
Their two it rent

Either method is appropriate. Husbands' and wives' personal preferences usually play a large role in the
decision about who gets "fixed." In
helping patients decide which partner
is to be sterilized, I urge them to consider cost, safety, convenience and
possible lack of success(common af-' The Kentucky Frankfort.
ter tubal ligation). I also suggest that Genealogical Society
'Diggin' KY -VA
the man and woman discuss each pro- will present its 12th an- Roots" .will
be the
cedure in depth with their respective nual Genealo
gical theme for this seminar
surgeon and gynecologist.
Seminar on Saturday. which will cover
Aug. 9, at Bradford Virginia records. KenBe informed about prescription
Hall, Kentucky State tucky court records and
drugs: Send for Dr. Gott's new Health
Report, CONSUMER TIPS ON MED- University campus, a beginning genealogy
ICINES. For your copy, send $1 and East Main Street and session.
your name and address to P.O. Box Maryland Avenue,
The N'irginia records
2597. Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be sure to
mention the title.
(c711916. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE AN.

Corning events are announced

•• •041.••••••'
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•

$4.00 Off Large Pizza
$3.00 Off Medium Pizza E
2 Items or Ntore Thick or Thin
6006 on Ent In. Pickup or Deli‘cr
1•:•pire..
I485
Not Valid With Any (nil. ',von (it:/•7

Pizza inn
DELIVERS IT ALL
753-090)
Olympic Plaza

7

I

-

•
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Kellie Lyn Overbey,
right, accepts her
degree from Northwestern University.
Evanston, III., from one
of the officials. She
received a Bachelor of
Science in Speech and
Performance. Awarding of diplomas and
conferring of graduate
and undergraduate
degrees at the 188th annual commencement at
MeGaw Memorial Hall
was Arnold K. Weber,
university president.
The commencement address was given by U.S.
Secretary of State
George Pratt Shultz.
Ms. Overbey received
the 1986 Agnes Nixon
Playwriting Award,
Full Length. She is a
member of Phi Eta
Sigma national honor
society. A 1982 graduate
of Murray High School,
her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Overbey,
Camelot Drive, Murray.
Kellie is currently a
member of the
Journeymen Theatre
Ensemble and will be
performing in -Service
with a Smile", which
opens July 31 in
Chicago, Ill:

Week's record hits
by magazine listed
,ArmonkMed Pre..
14 TN

The following are
Billboard's hot record
hits as they appear in
July 28th issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1986,
Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
NOT SINGLES •
L"Glory of Love" Peter Cetera
*Warner Bros
2."Sledgehammer" Peter Gabriel
Geffen
3."Danger Zone
.
" Kenny Loggins
*Columbia.
1 "Papa Don't Preach" Madonna
iSire,
5 "Invisible •Touch' Genesis
. Atlantic.
11 "Mad About You Belinda Carli,
....IRS.
• 7 "Love Touch" 4404 Stewart
*Warner Bros
* "Nasty' Janet Jackson A&M
9"We Don't Have to Take Our
Clothes Off" Jermaine Steuart
1 Arista
10 "Opportunities" Pot Shop Boys
.EMI-America
. _44
TOP LP'S
1 "'Top Gun' Soundtrack"
'Columbia I--Platinum ,More than 1
million units sold
2."50''Peter Gabriel .Geffen
3.!'Invisible Touch" Genesis
4 Atlantic
.
4."Control- Janet Jackson
A&M-i:-PIatinurri5_''True Blue" Madonna Sire
6."Love Zone" Billy Ocean
1 Jive P.-Platinum
7 "Winner In You" Patti LaBelle
*MCA .--Platinum

AO

4,tie
•ip

•

-•

Whitney Houston" Whitney
Houston Aristap Platinum
V "Like a Rock' Bob Seger & The
Silver Bullet Band ICapitul.
Platinum
10 The Other Side ol Life' The
Moody Illases_i_Polydor.i.,Guld 'More._ .
than 500.000 units sold.
COUNTRIA SINGLES
1 "Nobody an His Right Mind
Would've Left Her' George Strait
i MCA •
2 "liockin' with the Rhythm of the
Rain" The Judds 4 RCA-CUrb
3 "You're the Last Thing I Needed
Tonight' John Schneider . MCA.
4 -SavIn"My Love for You" l'ake
McEntire . RCA.
5."Stcong Heart" TG Sheppard
*Columbia
6 "Will the Wulf Survive' Was Ion
Jennings 1 MCA .
7 "Count on Me •'The Statler tiros
. Mercury .
44 "Heartbeat in the Darkness'
Don Williams *Capitol.
V "On the Other Hand" Randy
Travis Warner Bros .
10 "I've Got a Neu Heartache•
kicky Skaggs *Kph,
Adult Contemporao
1 "Glory of Love ' Peter Cetera
i Warner Bros
2."You Should Be %line" Jetirey
Osborne 4 A&M
S.-Invisible Tout h' Genesis
Atlantic
4 "Your Wildest Dreams'' The
Moody Blurs I Polydor.
5 -Love Touch- Rod Steuart*
*Warner Bros
6 "Words Get in the Way- Miami
Sound Machine 4 14:plr
7."The Captain of Her Heart"
Double A& 51*
1.1 "Dancing on the Ceiling" Lionel
Richie (Motown 1
V "There'll Be Sad Songs" Billy
Ocean 4 Jive-Arista'
10 "In the Shape of a Heart"
Jackson Browne 4 Asylum .

PETS OF THE WEEK - This dog and cat are
available for adoption at the Animal Shelter,
East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway
County. Pictured at top is a 10-week old Terrier
mixed pup and at bottom is a large six-months'
old male Tabby cat. Also available are Tabby
and Tortie kittens and Collie/Lab mixed pups.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4
p.m.,Saturday and Sunday. For information call
759-4141.
•
•

ROPER TRUCKLOAD SALE
Limited to Current Inventory because of Special Price

sr

$100" to $700" Off
ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

Rear Engine Rider
with Grass Catcher

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
•Du,abie I I HP synchrobalanced Briggs & Stratton
Industrial Commercial
engine
•Dependable 5-speed in-line
transaale
•38-inch

mower deck
standard equipment.

I-

•Rugged channel frame

S

construction:
•2-year hued wananty
411.

Reg. $1799.95
Save $100.00
Plus FREE
Grass Catcher

LT11

$1399"

Save
$400"

Repotiffakaieggid

ROUTDOPER

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

5 HP Rear Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines
7

Reg. '799.95

Best Deal of
the Season on
the Roper TT16
Yard Tractor

411P

•

•Briggs & Stratton engine
•Power reverse
• 12" tines/17" till path
• Tpcsition depth stake
• Adfustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine c..;ntrol
•2-yea
warranty

tvAin ..1A, 1.
Stratlun 1(

•44 Ayh mower deck
luded as standard
Aqu.;Anen4
•2 w-ai 11.1 died warrant.
Agalige

4‘

Save
$180.00

Reg. $2299.95

$ 1 59991!

700.00

FT300 Front Tine Tiller

R

95
Reg. '359.95 $269
Save '100.00

Sale Good thru August 2

mak&dvitt

Financing Available

ALL SEASONS Lawn & Leisure

Spouse Abuse Board
names new director
-The Governing Board Murri'y a reit
_
of the Spouse Abuse
The main issue that
Program met on Tues- the board had to deal
day, July 8, at Pagliai's with at the July meeting
Restaurant,
was the clarification of
The Spouse Abuse the details that are
Program is a local non- needed to switch the
profit organization that location of the Stleoffers 24-hour Hot-Line House with the
referral and shelter to minimum of confusion.
spouse related or dating - The hoard officially
abused persons.
welcomed the new
The program is fund- director of the Spouse
ed by individuals. Abuse Program. Marion
church and local Marcellino.organizations. The set-A report of the public
vices that are offered by relations eft-orts to
the Spouse Abuse Pro- recruit and train safe'gram are given by house,staff persons was
volunteers who are ac- given. An ad for
tive . in various com- volunteer staff persons
munity services in the was placed in the local
newspa per. Training
sessions for staff pers will be
o
forthcoming.
(Cont'd from page 5)
The Spouse Abuse Program is always in
Thursday. July 31
need of volunteers who
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at will cover the hot-line,
8 p.m. at First Christian transport victims to the
Church, Benton. For in- safe-house and work
directly with a victim by
formation call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or being a safe-house staff
person.
753-7663.
Anyone who would
to help the Murray
like
7"Sing Out. Kentu c k y!" will be and Calloway County
communities in a worpresented at 8 p.m. at
thwhile service. the
Lake Barkley State
Spouse Abuse Pmgram
Resort Park.
may be what.- you arc
looking
for.
Mothers' Day Out will
Any person who would'
be at 9 a.m. at First
like to volunteer serBaptist Church.
vices or donate items or
---money, call the hot-line
Events in Land Bet▪ ween the Lakes will in- number, 759-4050.
"If you are being
clude Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. abused or know of soat The Homeplace-1850: meone who is being
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2 abused, do not hesitate
p.m. at Golden Pond to call our hot-line
Visitor Center: LBI. number. 759-4050, at any
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and time day or night. The
Snake Tiles at 2:30 p.m. Spouse Abuse Program
there for you!". acat Woodlands Nature is
cording to a spokesman
Center.
for the program.

Events...

I\1 ‘Is
Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY

$

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad S9' Intro
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids

205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

••••••,-

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
roe ton r pot this well at borne for this price.

•-

•
•
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Familiarity helps
repair toilet valve

•
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idea of exactly what
By ANDY LANG
happens when you turn
AP Newsfeatures
If you are one of the the flush. Note that the
thousands of float ball at the end of
homeowners with the the horizontal rod rests
newer type of valve in- on the water, with just a
side the toilet tank, you tiny bit of it below the
probably haven't had surface. If it is below the
too much trouble with it. water, it means the ball
If you are one of the has lost its buoyancy
millions of homeowners and needs to be replacwhose houses still utilize ed. If the flushing is
the old-fashioned equip- completed and water
ment inside their toilet trickles down jhe
tanks, with float balls at ovedlow tube and then
the end of horizontal Into the bowl, try benrods, you have periodic ding the rod downward
problems. The bowl a little, working carefuldoes not flush properly, ly with both hands so
the water doesn't rise you don't throw
high enough inside the everything out of alignLay the floor tiles in the area you've spread
tank or it rises too high ment. If the water level
with adhesive. The final step is
and water is trickling in- is not rising enough, to repeat the first three steps in the remaining quarters
of the room.
to the bowl — and on and also bend the horizontal
on. You don't have to be rod, but this time bend it
told about all the things upwards. so the float
that can go wrong on the rides a little higher in
inside of such a toilet the water. If the float
ball has to be replaced,
tank.
One way to screw it off the rod very
familiarize yourself carefully and get a new
More people than ever the familiar
12-inch by (or a similar name),
with how a toilet tank one. Usually, a new rod
are installing their own 12-inch
or 9-inch by come with adhesive
works is to take off the comes with it.
vinyl floors these days. 9-in
ch squares that already on their back.
When water is dripp- and
tank cover carefully and
for good reason.
come in a box.
In that case, you peel
place it on something ing into the bowl, but the
You can save a bundle
Both have their ad- off sheet of paper to exsoft, such as a bed, after overflow tube is not in- of money!
vantages. But in the pose the adhesive and
first putting something volved, then there is a
To give you an idea of final analysis
, tiles are stick the tile down on the
there to be certain the leak under the valve at how big a bundle.
sup- probably a little
easier floor. The other steps in
spread doesn't get soil- the bottom of the tank. pose you're planning
to
ed. Then turn the flush Check to see whether redo a family room. Say for the average person the inrallation process
to install, although sheet are the same.
handle and see what this so-called stopper it's a fairly large one,
15 vinyl is be no means
Although the plcaehappens.- The water valve or ball is dropping by 20 feet."
beyond the capability of and-press tiles are a bit
level will go down as on to the valve seat
easier to install, some of
Professional flooring do-it-yourselfers.
water rushes into the perfectly. If A is even a
Let's say you pick the newest tiles 'don't
Install
ers generally
bowl. The metal or fraction of an inch off,
plastic float, attached to water will get under it charge by the square tiles. Here's how you come with preapplied
the horizontal rod, also and leak into the bowl. If yard. How much they proceed. Essentially it's adhesive. That means
a four-step operation:
you'll have to spread it
will go down. As fresh the stopper ball is soft or charge varies from city
— Step one. Divide the on yourself.
to
city
and
even from inwater enters the tank t spongy or otherwise in
room into quarters with
Of -course, you won't
via the inlet tube, usual- poor condition, get staller to installer, but a
chalk
lines.
always save $200 installnational
average might
ly at the left side of the another one. It screws
—Step two. Spread a ing floor tiles. You
tank, the float ball will on and off the vertical be $6 a square yard.
light
coating of adhesive might do a small kitA
15'
x 20' family
rise along with • the lift rod. Although there
over a quarter of the chen, not a large family
water. When the float are different types of room works out to about
room with a trowel.
room. but whatever the
ball reaches a specific stopper balls or valves, 33 square yards, so you
—Step three. Starting size of your project,
height, the valve at the they are of standard size could expect to pay a
professional about $200 at the center of the you're certain to realize
top of the inlet tube and will fit your tank.
room, begin laying the a significant savings. Sometimes, although to install a floor.
shuts off and no more
tiles in the quarter
For more information
water enters the tank. rarely, a new washer is
Or you can purchase you've covered with about
decorating with
This will happen, if required at the top of the the material and install adhesive
.
floor tiles, write to:
everything is operating Inlet valve. This is a lit- it yourself, and save
—Step four. Lay the Armstrong World Inproperly, just before the tle involved unless you that bundle we talked rest
of the tiles in the dustries, Attn: Free
water level reaches the have taken one apart in about. First, though, same
manner,a quarter Glazecraft Brochure,
top of the overflow tube, the past, so do not you'll have to decide of the
room at a time un- P.O. Box 3001. Lana vertical hollow tube to remove it until you have whether you want sheet til you're
done.
caster, Pa. 17604. Or call
the right of the inlet a pencil and piece of vinyl or tiles.
Not all floor tiles re- 800-233-3823 toll-free and
tube.
paper to write down the
Sheet vinyl comes in quire spreading ask for
your complimenDo this several times order in which the parts 6- or 12-foot-wide con- adhesive.
Some. called tary Glazecraft
and you will get a good are disassembled.
tinuous rolls. Tiles are "place and press" tiles brochur
e.

Self-installed vinyl flooring
can save a bundle of money

A little knowledge and
a little patience needed
to help quiet noisy stairs
A little knowledge and
a little patience are the
ingredients necessary to
stop your staircase from
talking back to you.
Staircase squeaks
usually occur because
the riser and the tread
of'the noisy Step aren't
cooperating with each
other as they did when
the staircase was built.
Usually, the trouble
takes place when an
opening has developed
between the riser and
the tread. .The riser is
the vertical portion of
the step; the tread is the
horizontal part on which
you place your weight.
This opening permits
the two elements to rub
against each other or
against a side support
known as a stringer.
. Sometimes a stair
squeak can be
eliminated by using a
bit of powdered graphite
or even talcum powder
in the area of the noise.
This, however, is only a
temporary solution. It's
only a question of;time
before the squeak reappears. What you have to
do is to close the gap
that is causing the
trouble.
By jumping up and
down carefuHy on each
step, you canlocate exactly where .a repair is
necessary. Risers and
treads are usually held
together with nails, glue
or special joints reinforced with wedges, but
you can generally make
the repair simply with
nails. If you determine a
squeak Us coming from
the front part of a tread,
drive nails into it so they
go into the riser. The
nails should be placed at
an angle so that, when
they are in the wood.

their points meet or will be
using the stairalmost meet, kind of case
for a few hours.
like a V. Since many This
will give the glue
staircases are made of time
to set properly.
hardwood, you can Also,
should you be
avoid splitting the wood making
repairs from
by first drilling pilot beneath
the stairs, be
holes for the nails. Some certain
everyone in the
kind of threaded nail is house
knows about it so
more likely to hold in they
will not be walking
place indefinitely.
on the steps while you
If the squeak appears are at
work.
to be coming from the
One problem that may
back part of the tread. be encount
ered is if the
wedges will usually cor- staircas
e is carpeted in
rect the condition: Drive such a
manner that the
a thin wedge between carpeting
cannot be
the back portion of the easily removed
. If you
tread and the bottom of are
using nails only to
the riser. Use a block of eliminat
e the squeaks.
wood to get the wedge in they
can be utilized
all the way. Sometimes without
taking up the
you can not drive it in carpet.
Drive the nails
far enough. In that case, into the
carpet and the
slice off the part that wood in
the way already
protrudes, using a wood described,
but this time
chisel or something use
nailsets. The
similar. For an nailsets
will permit you
especially strong to
hammer the nails
repair, coat the wedges below
the surface of the
with glue. Should the wood.
This is important,
repair appear a bit un- because
any nail that
sightly, it can be sticks
out even the
covered with a piece of tiniest bit
will eventualmoulding.
ly damage the carpet.
Everything said so far
When a staircase has
applies to making the a set
of balusters, the
repair from the top part vertica
l supporting
of the staircase. Should posts
of the handrails.
the bottom of the stair- one or
more May be
case be open,so that you loose, either
in conjunccan got at it from tion with
the step
underneath, you can troubles
or separately.
tighten up the entire These
can be tightened
trouble area with a com- with screws
or wood
bination of wood blocks, wedges.
If screws are
wood wedges and metal used, be
sure to drill
angle plates. Use your pilot holes.
If wedges
imagination and corn- are used,
coat them first
man sense, since in this with glue.
case everything is wide
open and you can see for
Do-it-yourselfers will
yourself exactly what is find much helpful data
causing the noise.
in Andy Lang's handRemember, any time book, "Practical Home
you use glue in Repairs," which can be
eliminating squeaks you obtained by sending $2
should do it at a time of to this newspaper at Box
the day when nobody 5, Teaneck, NJ 07666. I

;)

—
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EASY-TO-INSTALL.

Suggestions offered on tables and pilot lights
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — There is a film
on my dining room
table. that I suspect is a
buildup of wax. What is
the best way to removed.
A. — Use a commercial wax remover or
mineral spirits.
Q. — I know there is a
way to tell when a pilot
light is burning at high
efficiency, but I can
never remember
whether it is supposed to
be blue or yellow.
Please advise me.
A. — A pilot light
should burn with a blue
flame. If it is yellow, it
is wasting energy.
Q. — I have two pieces
of upholstered dining
room furniture that
have lots of leather in
them. What kind of furniture polish can I use to
get them clean and
shiny?
A. — It is important
you follow the directions
of the manufacturer
regarding cleaning. If
you have no way of getting such instructions,
stay away from a furniture polish because of
the possibility it might
have a solvent in it. Instead, use a special
leather soap, such as
saddle or castile. Dry
and rub with a cloth.

Q. — We have moved
into an old house which
has a mail box at the entrance to our driveway.
The driveway is nearly
200 feet long and we
would like to put a mail
slot in our front door so
we won't have to walk so
far to get the mail, since
both of us are quite
elderly. How wide
should the opening be
and how far from the
bottom of the door?
•
A. — First of all, the
size of the opening will
depend on the size of the
metal slot you buy. But
there is more to it than
that. Firkt you must find
out whether your local
mail carrier will walk
200 feet to your front
door to deposit the mail
That will depend on the
postal regulations as
well as the mail carrier.
A friend who has a
similar problem has arranged with a neighbor
to pick up his mail from
the box and put it into
the door slot, which can
be a foot or two from the
bottom of the door.
Q. — I have to paint
the outside of our house,
a job I have never done
before. I am confident I
can handle the painting
part of the project, but
wonder about the
necessary surface
preparation, since a lot

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and international Traveltim•

of scraping must be
done. I have seen
blowtorches used in
removing old paint. Can
this be done by a novice
or should one have experience in handling a
torch?
A. — Using a
blowtorch on the outside

of a house is risky.
especially for a novice.
Shop around for other
kinds of paint softeners,
including the type that
operates by electricity.
After using any kind of
paintsoftening tool, you
will still have to use a
scraper and sander

Removing the old paint
from the outside of a
house is no easy task for
anyone.
Insulin, discovered by
Frederick Banting, was
made available for
general use by diabetics
in 1923

like never before...

IF4
)YIWITH THESE FOOD BUYS!
14

Fresh Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables
23 Varieties—Fresh Shipment Weekly
Baby

Lima Beans
Butter Peas
Crowder Peas
Butter Beans

Speckled

100% Quarter Pounders
14 Lb Box

Ground Beef
Patties
$

806

'1899
'1689
'1679
'2699

20 lb

20 lb

20 lb

30 lb.

Choice Sides 225 lb.-300 lb
No Charge for Cutting,
Wrapping or Freezing

Beef
$ 1 25

—.Wholesale & Retail Meat —

Gibson Ham Co.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m -5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 am, 12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"'

APIMENIMIFinrismolift
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Need to replace a worn-out tub or
shower,add a bathroom to that new upstairs
addition, or turn your unused closet into an
extra shower? Now you can. Remodeling units
by Aqua Glass install in two easy pieces and
can fit spaces from 32" to 60". They're perfect for
hard-to-reach areas and fit easily through a standard door
way. Choose from a wide variety of colors.

Murray Supply
/08 E. Main

753-3361
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OBITUARIES
Roscoe Maley
Services for Roscoe
Maley were today at 10
a.m. in -the chapel- of
Ulaloc k -Coleman
Funeral Home. John
1)ale officiated.

Pallbearers were
Harold Turner. Russell
Usher. Hugh Palmer.
Kenneth Melvin, Roy
Rose and Lonnie Ftirr.
Burial was in Col-

dwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Mr. Maley, 78, Rt. 2,
Murray. died Sunday at
1 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Louise Byrd
-Miley; four sons, Gene
Wenzel, Edward Maley.
Donald Maley and
Glenn Maley; one
sister. Mrs. Arthur
Day: seven grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

NEED
BETTER
INSURANCE?
•Medicare
Supplements
Up to 100% part B for
Doctor Bills, including
office visits and nursing
•Home Policies for
Custodial
•Intermediate or
Skilled Care
•No Age Limit

Call
Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

U.S. 641 South
753-1372

John E. O'Brien
John E. O'Brien. Lt.
Colonel. USA fret. of
Pine Bush, N.Y.. died
suddenly on Sunday at
Horton Hospital. Middletown. N.Y.
A resident of past 11-i
years at Pine Bush, Col.
and Mrs. O'Brien
formerly lived in Great
Bend. Kan.. and
Murray.
While residing here he
was legal administrator
for the firm of Hurt.
Haverstock 81 Jones. He
also was active in
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre.
Inc.
Born in Boston. Mass.
July.13. 1928. he was the
son 'Of Gertrude MacDonald O'Brien and the
late Charles O'Brien.
A 1950 graduate athe
military academy at
West Point, N.Y.„ he
was a veteran of the
Korean War and the
Vietnam Conflict.
Among his many

assignments. O'Brien
was an instructor in the
Foreign Language
Department at the
Academy from 1962 to
1965; received his
masters degree from
Columbia University in
1965 and was a graduate
of the Command and
General Staff College at
Fort Leavenworth.
His final assignment
had been with the Combat and the Development Command in Alexandria, Va.
He was the recipient
of the Legion of Merit.
Joint Service Commendation Medal and the
Meritorious Service
Medal. Col. O'Brien was
currently serving as
president of Parents
Club of West Point
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Kathryn
Bolten O'Brien. of Pine
Brush. N.Y.; two
daughters. Mrs.
Kathryn Rooney of At-

Read the want ads daily

tleboro. Mass., and Second Lt. Erin O'Brien of
Fort Belvoir. Va.. (a
Murray High School
graduate and a 1986
graduate of West
Point); two sons, Edward J. O'Brien of
Killeen. Texas. and
Sean O'Brien of Lowell,
Mass.
Also surviving are his
mother. Mrs. Gertrude
O'Brien of Plant City.
Fla.; two sisters. Mrs.
Louise Lang of Plant City, Fla.. and Mrs. Marie
Kremsner of Coleman.
Ala.; one brother,
George O'Brien of
Centerville, Mass.
Mass of the Ressurrection will be
celebrated on Thursday
at 10 a.m. in Catholic
Chapel of Most Holy
Trinity. United States
Military Academy.
rnterment, with
military honors will
follow in the Post
Capitol Cemetery, West
Point. N.Y.
The William Hogan
Funeral Home. South
Main Street. Highland
Falls, N.Y., 10928 is in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Hazel Maguire
Graveside rites for
Mrs. Hazel Maguire
were Monday at 11 a.m.
at Murray City
Cemetery. Fr. Speaks
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Jerry Farris. Jerry
Kilgore, Bill Parker,
Jess Young. Mike
Young and Chris Young.
Miller-Churchill
Funeral Home was in
charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Maguire. 72.
South 13th Street. Mur
ray, died Saturday at II
a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. less
Young; one son, Demi,
Maguire; two sister:
Mrs. Margaret
McDonald and Mrs
Flossie Kelly; fon ,
grandchildren
one
great-grandchild

E.W.Riley
The funeral for E.W.
Riley. former Murray
businessman, was Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham officiated.
Mrs. Bea Farrell was
organist.
Pallbearers were
Rudy Wright. Fritz
Riley, Jackie Treas,
Theron Riley, Brice Edwards and Garcia Ray:

Burial was in Ntiiri-.1
City Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, 94. s17
VVa Circle. Murray. died
Saturday at 3:22 p.m. at
Long Tern ('areI'nit of
Murray-Calloway Conn
ty Hospital.
He is survived by law
daughter. Mrs. lack
'Bailey; two sisters,
Airs. Bernice Latham
and Mrs. Rayma Reed,
several nieces anti
nephews.

MART
20"
Box Fan
by Lasko

Scrub
Free
Kitchen
Cleaner

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICE

•16 Ounces

Ladies Jog Shorts
•Save on this great
for summer •Wide value
selection of solids,
and patterns. •S, stripes,
M, L
•Reg. 2.97

9" Easy-Way
Paper Plates
•9 inch 'Durable
'Reg. 83'

2For $3
.Stabilizing
•2 speed •Suitcase type fan
motor
protected
support feet *Thermally
•No. 3714

SPECIAL SELECTIONS
LIMITED QUANTITIES
'Ladles' Jams
Reg. 6.93
•Ladies• 2 Piece
Short Sets
Reg. 9.97
'Wide Sweep
Reg. 9.96
Short Dusters
•Ms. Ronnie
Crop Tops
Reg. 4.67
•Plus Size
Rompers
Reg. 11.96
'Plus Size Shorts...Reg. 5.94
'Terry Cloth Wrap
9 96
'Girl's Swimwear
4 96
'Little Girl's
Short Sets
Reg 4 96
'Little Girl's
Shorts & Tops
Reg 2.50
•Men's Woven
Short Sleeved
Sport Shirts
Reg. 9.93
'Mons Jerzises
Knit Shorts
Reg. 4.9§

Swim Ring
•24" ring 'Vinyl 'Assorted
prints 'Peg. 1.38

SALE 4.00
SALE 6.00
SALE 6.00
SALE 3.50
SALE 7.00
SALE 4.00
SALE 6.00
SALE 2.50

HavolineV
#

Snapset Pools
•6"x15- 'Rigid vinyl wall
'Permanently attached floor
•Reg. 11.66

10W.40
ink

SALE 3.00
SALE 1.25

Ranch Fries

SALE 5.00
SALE 3.00

Air Mat
•72-x30" *Two Double Valves 'Strong tBean'
Design 'Tough Nylon Top •12 Gouge Vinyl $5
&Morn *Reg. 8.73 *Limited Quantities

Sale Good Through Friday, August lit
Hwy. 641 North
Monday-Saturday 9-9; Sunday 12-6

•8 Ounces •Regular, BBQ,
or Cheese flavor
•Reg 87'

Low Price
Every Day

78e

Hemline Supreme
Molo• Oil
•l Quart 'Your
choice of I OW-411
1OVV-30 or 5W-3(

?Reg. 5.97
Car seat Cushion
'Large design tits most iarge bucket seats *M.A.
strength fiber cover *Heavy duty .nne,,r,i
for free flow of air *No 60-2317W

WAL-MART ADVERTISED MERCHANOTSE POLICY
ns out 'Menton to
have ere.ty arlreabsied ten '0 slack However 4 Ant to'any unloteaetto
teltbart an advertmod *me not avalable tor purchase Wm Mart tvai nasue
a Ron Check or,,equela tor
merchant:14e to he Dk,,C haseg at the sale
once 00,...e.o.
he ma select, to wham otee,at a c mawabie red,.
loon inpnc• We •ever ve the. rapt to lawl quantthes Lerndattona vf,.1 New
• MIR.00
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Tape suggests Challenger pilot may have known of trouble
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Challenger's astronauts
apparently survived the force of
the blast that destroyed the
space shuttle and some lived
long enough to breathe almost
five minutes of air from
emergency packs, NASA officials say.
When the craft exploded, pilot
Michael J. Smith uttered, "Uhoh!" providing "the first potential indication of awariness" of
disaster among the seven
astronauts who died in the Jan.
28 tragedy, NASA said Monday.
It was the last utterance
recorded on the spacecraft intercom system, said Dr. Joseph
Kerwin, an astronaut-physician
who investigated the crew's
cause of death.
Kerwin said that despite a probable decompression of the
cabin at 65,000 feet, the crew
could have had 6 to 15 seconds of
"useful -consciousness" in the

12-mile fall toward the Atlantic
Ocean.
He said the crew cabin smashed into the water at 207 mph,and
that the destruction was so
severe that the cause of death
"cannot be positively
determined."
An analysis of gauges on two
of the emergency air packs. ineluding Smith's, showed that
three-fourths to seven-eighths of
the five minutes of air had been
expended "through normal
breathing." said Kerwin.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration released a
transcript Monday of the recorded intercom talk on the flight
deck during Challenger's
launch. Smith's single utterance
came at 73 seconds after liftoff,
the moment the spacecraft
came apart.
The tapes were recovered
from wreckage on the ocean
floor, and NASA and IBM

.ngineers spent months analyzing the recorded data.
NASA associate administrator
Richard Truly said at a
Washington news conference
Monday that until last week it
was believed that the crew had
not sensed the disaster.
Smith's remark, said Truly,
could indicate "there was a moment of awareness," although
he did not know postively what
triggered the remark.
The last word received by
ground controllers was from
commander Dick Scobee when
he responded, "Go at throttle
up," to confirm that
Challenger's main engines were
at full power. Words on the intercom were not radioed to the
ground.
There were no comments on
the tape from three crew
members, school teacher
Christa McAulifie, astronaut
Ron McNair, and payload

specialist Gregory B. Jarvis.
The three were on the middeck
of Challenger, and Truly said
passengers riding there are
routinely instructed to remain
silentAuring launch,
Truly said the families of the
astronauts were informed of the
findings before they were
released Monday.
Houston lawyer Ronald Krist,
who is representing one, of the
astronaut families, said he
found the new _ information
"troubling."
"What else are we not being
told about?" he suggested.
Krist said he was representing
a family, whom he declined to
identify, in negotiations with
Morton Thiokol Inc., the
manufacturer of the shuttle
solid rocket boosters.
A presidential commission
said the Challenger accident
was caused by a failed joint in

Titanic expedition leader has no desire to return
WOODS HOLE: Mass.(API —
The head of the Titanic expedition says he hopes the mission
will satisfy other scientists and
explorers, allowing the ship to
become an undisturbed
memorial for the 1,513 who died
when it sank 74 years ago.
Chief scientist Robert Ballard,
who also led the expedition that
found the ship last September,
said he had no desire ever to

return to the Titanic and that
57,000 photographs and more
than 50 hours of videotapes of
the wreck should satisfy other
would-be visitors.
"I hope that through the efforts that we accomplished in
the last few weeks that it will
satisfy the curiosity of everyone
... and that there will be no real
reason or need to go back, and
that the Titanic can finally rest

in peace," he said.
Ballard and his research team
from the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution
returned to this Cape Cod port
Monday to the cheers and applause of several hundred colleagues, family members and
other onlookers.
In brief comments to
reporters, Ballard also said the
11 dives to the Titanic 21i miles

below the sea made it clear the
ship can never be raised.
"I feel very confident that the
Titanic will never be salvaged,
never raised. The bow section is
buried so deep in the' mud,
almost 50 feet into the bottom,
that it would be imposible to pull
it out," he said. "Plus its state of
deterioration ... it's very fragile
and any attempt to raise it
would break it up.'

•

billion revenue-raising offer
from the Senate. The senators
tften agreed to draft a new.
package of $30 billion, saying
therwonld kn no higher.
The new packagelikelTirill be
presented to the House
negotiators today.
"This is all we want to spend
"5 pay for all of the differences
we have," • said Sen. Bob
Packwood, R-Ore., leader of the
11-member group of Senate

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 30, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Judgment is good about domestic
interests, but you may get little
feedback from others about other
plans you have in mind. Avoid
negative types.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Writing and public speaking are
favored, but it's hard now to drum up
financial support. Avoid far-fetched
monetary schemes. Attend to bills.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're usually able to occupy
yourself when others are busy, but
today you may feel neglected. A
partner requires your consideration
and understanding.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't worry too much, but at the
same time avoid escapism. Friends
are supportive, so there's no need to
withdraw into yourself. Be communicative.
LEO
(July 2.1 to Aug.22)
Private talks are favored in business. Responsibilities may dim your
party outlook tonight. Pride may be
an obstacle to togetherness.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
• SIV
Sharp wits aid you this morning,
when you're most effective. Don't
pursue business aims tonight. You'll
get few results for your efforts.
LIBRA
•
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
et
Common sense should rule over
impulse in business dealings. Certain
practicalities must be dealt with
before you're free to travel.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Avoid making snap judgments in
relationships. Listen to what a partner has to say. Financial concerns
preoccupy you this evening.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You're reasonable in business
dealings now, but may be too hard on
a close tie. Be less self-preoccupied
and-more attentive to others' needs.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Though rapport is excellent with
loved ones today, you may be a bit
self-conscious late in the day. A pet
may need a health check-up.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Menuillyr 'you're on target, but
social life may not live up to extoecta4ion5 tonight. Cstch . up on 6o-ityourself -projects. Enjoy domestic
•interests.
PISCES
wow
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
geot
Friendships with younger people
are; accented. Creative pursuits are

Goe

favored over career affairs. Interruptions occur at home base tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY often seek a
creative medium though which to
express your individuality. You'll find
that the development of a sense of
humor will keep you from taking
yourself too seriously. You were born
to do your own thing and should rise
to a position of leadership in your
field. At times, you can be fixed in
your opinions and you do not always
like to get up early in the morning.
Teaching, writing, law, journalism,
banking and theater are some of the
fields in which you'll succeed. Birthday of: Emily Bronte, writer; Peter
Bogdanovich, filmmaker; and Paul
Anka, singer.

bargainers.
But House sources close to the
negotiations, who asked not to
be quoted by name,said Rep.
Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., chairman of the negotiations, considers the new Senate package
too small to pay for the low
Senate-passed tax rates that the
22 negotiators are using as a
starting point for their talks.
The problem facing the conferees Is how to fashion the final
version of the landmark legislation so that it does not add to the
flood of federal red ink by reducing the revenue the government
collects.

passed bill of 27 percent for individuals and 33 percent for corporations can be Maintained.
"People are talking ... about
the impact of raising the rates7
.7—
_
said Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas.
"If there's going to be an accommodation for all of the concerns
that have been expressed in that
conference) room, it's goint to
be very difficult to do it without
increasing the rate structure
that's in the Senate bill."

Get rid of your overloaded
charge cards. car payments
and doctor bills with our debt
consolidation loan, and end up
with one monthly payment
chopped down to size — and
cash left over, perhaps a home
improvement or buy a new
autorribbile. Come see why
more people are borrowing
from Repubhc-S-avolgs--Bank.-

210

6 Days
5 Nights

Deluxe Oceanview Roam for
up to 4 persons
8 Days17 Nights from $280.

Write today for your FREE
vocation planning pocket

Pock0gOS Ov011Obt• into 01116 rircioa,ria
noiidavs and spacial avenOs AdvOnCe ,esefrO.
1,00$'
,puffed 'Plus SY Florida Slot' For

Name
Address

START YOUR VACATION NOM
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

Cry

800874-7426
(In

State

Z10

Consolidated Inti5
211 Broadway
Daytona Beach FL 32018

Florida 800-545-3030)

Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon'
we publish, six days a week for only

$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Only $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

Consolidate them!
Refinance your existing loans
at today's low bank rates

• Holiday Inn Surtslde
• Holiday Inn Boardwalk
• Holiday Inn Oceanside
• Castaway Beach Resort

Hot Off The Press!

The wrangling so far has raised questions about whether the
low top rates in the Senate-

Bothered by
too many bills?

F
Flatlet

Choose from FOUR sensational oceanfront hotels.
Each hotel is a full service
resort with swimming pools
restaurants. and Cocktail
lounges. Gott and tennis
privileges available nearby

Mairay Ledger & Times

In addition, the House is
pushing the Senate to go along
with placing a greater tax
burden on corporations, but the
Senate is resisting.
"There are differences of
philosophy between the House
and the Senate and differences
of emphasis, but we're going to
get there," Packwood said Monday after the conferees ended
their seventh day of talks with
little discernable progress in
resolving the hundreds of differences between the versions of
the bill passed by each chamber.

DAYTONA BEACH

FROM

Tax overhaul negotiators still grounded
WASHINGTON tAPi —
Negotiations on compromise
tax-overhaul legislation have
yet to get off the gpound, with
House tax writers apparently
teady to tell their Senate
awl unterparts. thit a new
package of $30 billion in
revenue-raising proposals is still
not good enough.
On Monday, the House
negotiators informally rejected
$14.1 billion of an initial $26

the right booster. Superheated
ed over and turned on Mike's air
gas burned through a fuel tank
pack." Truly said.
and ignited liquid hydrogen and
The air packs are designed for
liquid oxygen. The tank and the
use in the event an emergency
orbiter then broke apart.
on the ground forces crew
Kerwin said he and a team of
members to evacuate the shuttle
engineers and scientists deterthrough a toxic cloud of gas. For
mined that at least some of the
this reason, the packs are
crew remained conscious long
designed to be turned on after
enough to activate the emergenthe crew leaves their seats.
cy air packs.
Kerwin said the crew comFour packs were recovered,
partment separated at 45,000
he said. Three had been turned
feet, arced upward to about
on. including one used by Smith: 65,000 feet,
and then fell for two
The one worn by Scobee was not
minutes, 45 seconds to the
activated and it could not be
ocean.
determined who wore the other
At the time of the breakup, he
two.
said, the crew endured about 2
"The crew possibly, but not
seconds of 12 to 20 times the
certainly, lost consciousness in
force of gravity.
the seconds following orbiter
"Analysis indicates that these
breakup due to in-flight loss of
accelerations are survivable,
crew module pressure," he said.
and that the probability of major
The loss of pressure would be
injury to the crew members is
deadly, despite the air tanks, he
low," Kerwin's report said.
said.
If the crew members became
Truly said Smith and Scobee
unconscious due to a loss of
could not have Activated their
cabin pressure, they would not
air packs while strapped in their
have had time to revive as the
seats. Astronauts Judy Resnick
crew compartment fell' into
and Ellison Onizuka were riding
denser air at lower altitudes, he
just behind Smith and may have
said.
assisted him.
Challenger's cabin shattered
"The most plausible explanawhen its 207 mph fall ended on
tion is that one of the two reachthe ocean.
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ESPN airing Racers' game
with Faust's Zips this fall
The Entertainment
and Sports Programming Network tESPN its
televising Murray State
University's football
game at Akron on
Thursday. Ocl.Ati_
The game was
orginally scheduled for
Saturday. Oct. 18. but
was moved to Thursday
to be part of ESPN's
Thursday night football
schedule highlighting
teams which are not
members of the college
Football Association
CFA ). The CFA is comprised of a majority of
Division I-A football
programs in the
country.
"We're extremely excited about this opportunity to play before a
national audience." said
Frank Beamer. MSU
head coach. "This game
will provide our school
Ilattr” Claiborne. right. and Sue Outland were the directors of the Calloway County Tennis
Camp last
.‘,.01. at the high school. Listening to Claiborne are, left to right. Matthew Frizzell, Eric Johnson.
N1 14 1111C1 1..)%i•tt and Rachel King.
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the kind of nationwide
exposure most schools
can only dream about.
"Since ,the courts did
away with the NCAA
television package
several -years ago, it's
been difficult for teams
at our level to get
televised games. We're
grateful to ESPN for
this opportunity to show
the quality of football
played at the Division IAA leVel."
'
The Racers have been
one of the most successful teams at that
level the past two years.
compiling a 16-5-1
recored. Their 22-week
stay in the NCAA's I-AA
top 20 poll is the longest
current string at that
level.
Akron is in its first
season under Gerry
Faust. who compiled a
30-26-1 record in five
years at Notre Dame

before accepting the
task of moving the Zips
to the Division I-A level
last spring. Akron
features tailback Mike
Clark, one of the top
rushers in Division IAA.
Murray State and
Akron have split the six
games they've played,
with the home team winning every game. Only
the last two games have
been decided by a
margin greater than
three points. Last year
Akron won 17-10, while
MSU took a 13.6
Homecoming victory in
1984.
Total scoring for.the
series is MSU 74, UA 73.
The game will be
MSU's second on national television. In 1982,
the Racers battled Ohio
Valley Conference rival
Eastern Kentucky to a
heartbreakinp 91-90

last-minute loss in Richmond on Ted Turner's
WTBS. MSU also has
been featured in
regional broadcasts on
ABC, including 1979 and
1963 dates against
Eastern Kentucky and a
1979 NCAA playoff
game against Lehigh.
Last year, the Racers
were televised on the
Satellite Program Network when they downed
Southwest Missouri,
36-21.
In 1985, ESP-N's
Thursday night football
programming received
a 1.4 rating, which, according to an ESPN
spokesman, translates
into 516,000 homes
reached by the broadcast_ The Akron game
will be the first MSU appearance on ESPN.
Kickoff is slated for 7
p.m. Central Time.

Purcell wins at Paducah tourney
With teaching tennis,
running tennis camps
and various other activities. Bennie Purcell
spends a lot of time outdoors during the
summer.
At the Paducah Sun
Open tennis tournament
last weekend, these outdoor activities helped
Purcell allipture the
55-and-over singles title.
:43reatisti-rTrf-Out in
the heat so much, it
didn't affect. me as
much as did sonic of the
others." said Purcell,
who is the men's tennis
coach at Murray State
University. "I lot of people work - in air conditioned offices, then go
play tennis in the late
afternoon or evening. It
was tough for these people to play in the midday
heat at the
tournament."
Purcell defeated Paul
Rowton of Paducah ir7

the finals, 6-0, 6-4.
"I really wanted to'
jump ahead early
because of the heat,"
Purcell said. "If the
match went to three
sets. I knew it was going
to be tough.
"I played well in the
first set. Paul played
better in the second set,
but I was able to hang in
there and beat him."
Rowton and Purcell
are long-time doubles
partners. They lost in
the finals of the 45s division in Paducah to
Willie Chandler and
Terry Darnell, the No. 2
ranked doubles team in
the 45s in Tennessee.
Darnell is a' former
Murray State University Wasketball player.
Purcell said the heat
might have affected him
more on Sunday if he
had played a tougher
semi-final match on
Saturday. Purcell

defeated Glynn Bernard
of Paducah 6-1, 6-0 on
Saturday.
Purcell was the No. 1
seed in the 55s, though
he hadn't played in the
past two Opens because
of a knee injury in 1985
and collarbone injury in
1984.
While the heat didn't
affect Purcell. it did
cause troubles for Murray's Starr Jones, the
No. 1 women's seed.
After losing the the
first set of the championship match to Ferris Newell. Jones seized
a 4-0 lead in the second
set, only to be slowed by
leg and hand cramps.
Newell rallied and won
six straights games and
the match. 7-6. 6-4.
Jones had beaten
Lone Oak's Cathy
Thweatt 6-1, 6-0 in the
semi-finals. Thweatt
was a teammate of
Jones' on the Murray

State University Lady
Racer tennis team.
Two other former
Murray State athletes
did well at the
tournament.
Finn Swarting knocked off Jon Soegguard
4-6. 6-3, 6-4 to win the
men's "championship.
Both Swarting and Soeggua rd playe,d forPurcell at MSC._
_ •
Stoarting and Del
Purcell. lost to Mike.
Martin of Clarksville'.
-Tenn.. and Jamie
Howell of Hopkinsville
6-3. 7-6 in the men's
doubles finals. "After playing in the
men's singles finals.
Finn could hatidly move.
out there," said Bennie
Purcell, Del's father.
Swarting beat Raymond Sims of Murray in
a men's semi-final
match. Sims is a
teacher and coach at
Murray High School.

In the ninth inning against Phillies

orrell receives NL award
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PHILADELPHIA
(API - Alan Knicely insisted he didn't hold a
grudge against the
Philadelphia Phillies,
who rejected him this
spring.
But Knicely's words
indicated otherwise
after his ninth-inning
home run snapped a 1-1
tie and propelled the St.
Louis Cardinals to their
seventh straight victory. 3-1 over the
Philadelphia Phillies
Monday night.
Knicely hit an 0-2
pitch from Phillies'
loser Bruce Ruffin. 3-2,
over the 408-foot sign in
center field, his first of
the season.
Danny Cox, rounding
into form after recovering fromtm ankle fracture in spring training.
checked the Phillies on
three hits to boost his
record to 5-8.
Knicely. a 31-year-old
catcher-first baseman.
admitted he had little
chance to make the
Phillies squad when he
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Knicely's home run lifts St. Louis
to its seventh consecutive victory
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"I wasn't on it. My
wife heard it and when I
came home she was
upset and said 'Let's get
out of here.'
When the Phillies
tried to send Knicely to
Portland he refused the
assignment.

753-2393

The Cardinals took a
1-0 lead in the first on a
walk to Ozzie Smith and
Tom Herr's RBI double.
Cox retired the first 10
batters, striking out six.
He finished with a

career -high
strikeouts.

eight

Juan Samuel doubled
in the fourth and reached third on a fly ball.
Mike Schmidt grounded
a shot off Cox's leg for a
single, scoring Samuel.
It was Schmidt's 76th
RBI, tops in the National League.
Cox and Ruffin threw
zeroes until the St. Louis
ninth. Ruffin hadn't
allowed a hit since the
second and had retired
18 of 19 batters.
Herr opened the inning with a fly out. Then
Knicely hit his home
run. Tito Landrum
followed with a singled
and scored on Terry
Pendleton's double.

600 stolen bases

"I didn't want to be
buried in the Phillies'
organization," he said.
He was let go by the
Phillies and picked up
by the Cardinals for
their Triple A Louisville
team. The Cards
brought him , up, and
when Jack Clark was injured. he became the
ftrst baseman.
"I don't feel anything
special against
Philadelphia," Knicely
insisted. "I know people
say I have something
against them. But I
don't."

•Most American Cars

nstalled

•

went to spring training everything right. I exafter going to salary ar- ecuted well."
bitration, which he lost.
Ruffin, who carried a
His destination obvious- two-hitter into the ninth,
ly was Portland in the explained the home run
Pacific Coast League.
simply.
"They told me that I
got behind and I
would get every chance
in the world. But talk is wanted to throw a
strike. And- I made a
cheap," he said.
perfect pitch, for him,"
"We were playing an he
said.
exhibition game against
"Cox pitched a great
St. Louis when Bill Giles
Phillies', president ) game," the Phillies'
went on the radio and rookie added."He was a
listed the 24 players who little stronger at the end
than I was."
would go North.

But he wore a big
shille, after . the* home
run.
•
• Ruffin),,got behind.
He threw me two balls
down, then challenged
me with a fastball up,"
Knicely said "1 did

Age of ballplayers at milestone
Age
31
29
29
33
30
34
37
36
36

Loo Brock

Play**, Playing Years
Lou Brock (1961-79)
William Hamilton [1888-1901]
Ty Cobb (1905-28)
Arlie Latham (1888-1901)
Eddie Collins [1906-30]
Max Carty [1910-29]
honui Wagner [1897-1917]
Torn Brown (1882-98)

Joe Morgan (1963-84)
33' '• lien CeMP011terls .(1964:83) v36
George Davis (1890-19091
27
Rickey Henderson (1979-1
mow* °ionic

Source Owego Tribune news reports

Career
938
937
892
791
743
738.
720
697
689
649
632
608'
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McInally announces retirement;
Cardinals sign second round pick

Malt photo In 4 31*. Evans

Johnathan Gresham, 14, of Murray, earned 30 individual first-place finishes
competing in the 13-14 age
group and 14 in the 15-18 age group for the Mayfield-Graves County swim team
this summer. Gresham
set pool records in Paducah, Calvert City and Mayfield. He was a member
of four relay teams (both
freestyle and medley) that finished the season undefeated, breaking pool
records in Calvert City and
Mayfield. The Mayfield-Graves County swim team was undefeated in dual
meets, first in two invitationals and second in another. Gresham didn't compete for the Murray-Calloway
County squad, as he
did for six years, beatuse of practice schedule conflicts. He is the son of Milton
and Jackie Gresham of
902 Main St.

Clancy blanks Royals for No. 100
- Victory No.
100 was a long time arriving for Jim Clancy.
But when it arrived, it
got there in a hurry.
In his 10th season with
the Toronto Blue Jays.
Clancy took only 1 hour
55 minutes Monday
night to, throw a- fourhitter that beat the Kansas City Royals 6-0. He
threw just 81 pitches in
becoming the first
Toronto pitcher to reach
three figures in
victories.
"It seems like a long.
time, and it is," Clancy
said. "I usually don't
throw very good against
Kansas City, but I really
felt good all night.
Everything just fell into
place for me."
Clancy'S performance
helped the Blue Jays
snap a three-game losing streak during which
they had gone 33 innings
without scoring a run.
4.,-• -Tony Fernandez drove
in four runs with a triple
and a homer for
Toronto.
In other American
League action. Boston
defeated Chicago 3-1.
Milwaukee downed New
York 5-4, Detroit beat
Cleveland 5-1, Califor-

nia defeated Oakland
6-3, Baltimore edged
Texas 4-3 and Minnesota
beat Seattle 6-5 in 11
innings.
Red Sox 3, White Sox 1
Al Nipper became the
first Red Sox pitcher,
other than.....Roger
Clemens:.to win same
since Jury 10. benefitting from Don Baylor's
two-run homer as
Boston extended
Chicago's losing streak
to eight games.
The Red Sox have won
just three of their last 11
games, two by Clemens.
Brewers 5, Yankees 4
Robin Yount drove in
three runs with a pair of
triples. pacing
Milwaukee over New
York and dropping the
Yankees four games
back of Boston in the AL
East. Young drove in
one run with a triple to
the gap in left-center in
the first inning, then
drove in two more runs
in a three-run second
with another three-base
hit.
Tigers 5,Indians 1
Jack Morris won his
fifth straight game,
although his string of 44
2-3 innings without
allowing an earned run

ended in the sixth inning boosted Minnesota over
on Andre Thornton's Seattle. Puckett ignited
sacrifice fly. Morris a four-run eighth inning
hadn't allowed an earn- with a three-run homer
ed run since July 4. In
the interim, he pitched
three straight shutouts
and saw his ERA fall
from4.23 to 3.21.
Angels 6. A's 3
Doug DeCinces had a
double and home run to
drive in three runs, anci
the Angels defeated
Oakland to end the A's
seven-game winning
streak. Kirk McCaskill
worked eight innings for
his 12th victory, allowing six hits before Donnie Moore came on to
get the final three outs.
Orioles 4, Rangers 3
Larry Sheets singled
in the tie-breaking run
ill the eighth inning to
boost Baltimore over
Texas. Storm Davis
allowed five hits over
seven innings, and Doh
Aase earned his leagueleading 27th save with
two scoreless innings.
giving up another two
hits.

Cincinnati liengals
pater Pat McInally
said a recent visit with
friends from his days at
Harvard convinced him
it was time to retire
from pro football.
Melnally, a 10-year
NFL veteran, said he attended the premiere
party for the film.
''About Last Night:, in
Los Angeles earlier this
summer. Through his
Harvard contacts he
said he knrw the
'movie's director, the
man who wrote the
music and the president
of tire- prodtrction
company_

Jim Zorn had been
-Kicker John Lee,
released.
who booted an NCAADickey said he was record 79 regular season
uncertain what his role field goals during his
would be. ••1 will be just career at UCLA, has
like any other free agent reached a deal with the
trying to make the St. Louis Cardinals that
team," he said.
will make him the
- Four-time Pro highest-paid kicker in
Bowler Kenny Easley of NFL history
the Seattle SeahaWks
Lee, whose lour-year
says this is going to be a contract - was worth a
painful season for him.
reported $870.000, was
Easley, a hard- the 32nd overall selechitting, six-year strong tion in
" draft
safety from UCLA,
underwent ankle
surgery in February to
repair a ligament and to
ietnoVe bone spurs.

"I determined that
these guys were .doing
some pretty good things
at age 33 and 34 and that
I didn't want to fall any
further behind," said
McInally, 33.

Easley. 27. said he has
been in a lot of pain
since reporting to training camp last week.
Coach Chu4,:„ Knax.
T..has
given him thPption of
taking part in one practice a day rather than
two.

McInally. who writes
a syndicated column for
young athletes that ap- pears in more than 90
newspapers. said he
plans to spend time in
Nashville to work on
song writing. He said he
may also write a book.
In other NFL news: •
-The Green Bay
Packers have reached a
tentative agreement
with former quarterback Lynn Dickey. The
agreement with Dickey
follovioed the team's announcement earlier that
veteran quarterback

and the Cardinals' second round choice. Lee
was the highest drafted
kicker since Russell
Erxelben was picked in
the first round in 1979.
-Gerald Robinson,
an Auburn defensive
end who was the Minnesota Vikings' firstround draft choice, has
signed a cpntract. The
terms of the contract
were not disclosed.

It's a steal

How L.A. Dodg* Maury Wills
out-stole every NL team
in 1962

•4

"I'm trying to reacclimate : myself,:'
Easley said. -It's all
psychological. I'm
generally pleased, sur- In number of stolen bases
prised.at how well I've Maury Wills
worked. But the adhe- L.A Dodgers [total team steals]
sion,huilds up. What I'm St. Louis
dealing with now is very Philadelphia
painful. It hurts like Cubs
crazy."
San Francisco
Cincinnati
-Former Buffalo
Billis fullback Jim New York
Braxton. whose lead Milwaukee
blocks opened holes for Pittsburgh
O.J. Simpson in the Houston
1970s, died of cancer- cncagc Tnbane Grapmc Sour:;e MacM.ilar
yesterday in Buffalo.

••••
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Twins 6, Mariners5
Kirby Puckett drove
in his fourth run of the
game with an 11th inning single that
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Larry Krouse'Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

r- -

You may also use these
t% Wir other ways to buy
•American Express
/XS CaS"
•MasterCard 'Visa
'Silver Card
9046.1

"".•

GOODYEAR

Hours: Mon. thru Sat.
7:30a.m.-5:00 p.m.

So. 12th & Glendale
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-0595

•
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Warplanes stage attack

Deau
.
4
4 *y

By Abigail
Van Buren

Boyfriend's Suicide Threats
Make Breaking Up Hard to Do
DEAR ABBY: Please help me. I
am a 16-year-old girl who has been
dating a guy (my age) for two
months. Last night we were talking
on the phone, and I said I thought
we'd better not see each other for a
while, mostly because my parents
are going through a painful divorce
and I needed more time to myself.
Well, he totally overreacted. He
said,"Wait a minute," then he came
back to the phone and said."I have
a handgun in my hand right now,
and if you don't love me enough to
keep on seeing me. I have nothing
to live for. Goodbye." Then I heard
a shot, and a noise like a loud thud
- him falling.
• I was so shocked,[fainted. When
I i'ame to, he was telling me he was
OK. he didn't really kill himself, bue
he really would if I ever brought up
the subject of breaking up with him
again.
Right now [am so mad at him for
frightening me like that and making me faint, I really don't want to
keep going with him, but now I'm
afraid he might go through with it

I would like to write a love letter to
my daughter. She is 17 and will be
a senior in high school. I am very
proud of her, but I am not very good
at expressing my feelings. I want to
give her a very meaningful, beautiful letter.
Please, Dear Abby, write a twopage letter for me. I will gladly pay
you for your time.
Please, please, don't advise me to
write the letter myself. I am not a
very open person, and a letter writer
lam not!
You may bill me foe your time.
Whatever the amount, it will be
worth it. Thank you.
UNEXPRESSIVE MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: A single
sentence written in your own
words, straight from your
heart, will be far more meaningful than two pages filled
with fancy phrases composed
by a stranger. Sincerity is eloquence at its best.
* • *

and kill himself.

Abby, I want to get out of this
relationship, but [don't want him to
DEAR ABBY: I have a question I
commit suicide, and I'm afraid he is hope you can answer. Can a Protescrazy enough to do it. What should tant minister perform his own
Idol'
marriage ceremony?
NEEDING HELP
I've been told it is unethical and
it may even be illegal. Please find
DEAR NEEDING: Tell him out and print your answer, as my
that you refuse to accept re- mail is not as private as I would like
sponsibility for his life - that it to be. Thank you.
he and he alone is responsible
FLORIDA READER
for his own actions. And if he is
considering suicide, he should
DEAR READER: According
get professional help from the to Florida Statute 714, a minissuicide prevention hotline or ter may not perform his own
his local mental health facility. marriage ceremony.
Let him know that you refuse to
be emotionally blackmailed. If
*5*
your parents don't know about
this boy's behavior, tell them.
They may want to tidvise his
your social life in a slump?
parents. He's bad news. Keep Lonely? Get Abby's updated, revised
your distance.
and expanded booklet. "How to- Be
*

DEAR ABBY: I am sure you will
think this is a very unusual request.

Popular"-for people of all ages. Send
your name and address clearly printed
with a check or money order for 82.50
and a long, stamped (39 cents) selfaddressed envelope to: Dear Abby,
Popularity, P.O. Box 35923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.1

MARCIE SAYS YOU LUERE
GETTING PAID TO BE MY
TUTOR! YOU 5140UL0 HAVE
KEN DOING IT OUT OF THE
GOODNESS OF YOUR HEART:

'THE LABORER 15
WORTHY OF HIS HIRE
LUKE

BEIRUT. Lebanon
( API- Israeli
warplanes staged mock
divebombing attacks today on Palestinian guerrilla bases in Lebanon's
central mountains east
and southeast of Beirut.
police said.
State and privately
trymed radio stations
had originally reported
that the Israeli fighterbombers were raiding
the bases of Syrianbacked Palestinian
guerrilla factions.
Police, however, said
the Israeli jets carried
out only mock assaults
in the Druse-controlled

hills of Bayssour
southeast of Beirut and
Legal
the Dahr el-BaidAr 1
1
Paul
A Simmons will no
mountain ridge east of
longer be responsible for
the capital.
any debts other then
They said the jets own . Paul A Simmonsmy
staged no bombing or
Notice
strafing runs in the sor 2
ties that began shortly
CANCER
after 11 a.m.
INSURANCE
The Syrian-backed
No Age limit to apply.
guerrilla factions mainIf your present policy
tain bases in the two
is over 5 years old it
regions that were fremay not cover some
quently hit by the Israeli
of
the
newer
air force in five bombtreatments such as
chemotherapy. For
ing raids in Lebanon
free information call
this year.
.Jerry McConnell
The Israeli jets later
Insurance
crashed the sound bar753-4199
rier over Beirut.
"tree

2

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

THE c,,)1,1

Nugget, west
side of square.
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds. black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" 'We
guarantee it
Jimmy
Th(pnipson Jeweler
7.11•••=811611111OMINNIIMI•

10.0 l•lath; ...ft iCe"

OPEC ministers hold discussions
GENEVA (API OPEC ministers opened

a second day of discussions today on a production cutback proposal
aimed at boosting the
sagging price of oil on
world markets.
With Iran and Iraq,
the two warring Persian
Gulf neighbors, also in
disagreement at the
Geneva talks, chance-§
for unanimous agreement among the 13
member nations of the
Organization of
Petroleum Exporting

Countries appeared
..
slim.
.
The ministers opened
their fourth meeting this
year on Monday by
presenting their governments' responses to a
proposal endorsed by
the majority of OPEC
nations at the previous
conference in June.
Asked if the ministers
had made progress on
reaching an agreement,
Saudi Arabian Oil
Minister Ahmed Zaki
Yamani replied. "Not
yet."

Sunshine
Center
Fall
Registration
Age 2-5

BARRETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for 821.95 in
stalled 200 N 4th St
Murray, Ky. 753-6001.
BARRETT'S Service
Center has heavy duty
Monroe shocks for .58.88_
200 N. 4th St.. Murray.
Ky. 753-6001
P.AMS Cake Hut. when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorating is superb. Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
•you did. 759-4492 Or
437-4455 evenings.

•State license
'Sequential
Curriculum
*Tuition '30 per week
'Hours
6:30am - 5:15pm
-Call Now-

753-6695 or 753-8945
Limited enrollment
Deadline Aug. 15, 1986
Hwy 94 E 1 mile from cilimits

ty
5

PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE

Bomb explodes in west Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon
AP - A car laden with
explosives and mortar
shells exploded in a
crowded shopping
center in Moslem west
Beirut today. killing at
least 25 people, wounding 170, and
devastating shops and
cars, police said.
The blast came a day
after
white Mercedes-

a

Benz sedan packed with
a quarter-ton of explosives blew up in the
city's Christian sector,
killing 32 people and injuring 140.

Lost

and

Found

LoST in vicinity of
Mt Donalds- gray purse.
Reward offered if
glasses are returned.
No questions asked.
759-4921.

References
upon request.
Reasonably Priced.

claimed responsibility.
raised the specter of
renewed eye-for-an-eye
bomb attacks between
Christians and Moslems
in Beirut similar to the
rash of car bombings
that plagued the city
last year.
Today's ocar bomb
went off at 11 am.
beneath a bridge jammed with vegetable carts,
taxicabs -and
pedestrians • in the
Moslem district of
Barbir..

Notice

6

436-5487 or
753-5086.

Help

Wanted

30011 (;()\ ERN M E NT
johsl
ist.
$16.040-159.230 yr Now
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-7777.
AIRLINE Jobs 117.500
to 868.500 'year. ntoi
hiring. Call Job -tine
1.518.459.3535 Ext. A-827
For into 24HRS
ARTIST model. Department of Art. Part
tins.. Salary $5.00 -per
hour
Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
semester 1986. Contact
Department of 'Art.
Murray. Ky 42071 502762-3754. K11E. M F.

Welcome
Home
Kelli,
Steven,
Gail &
Carl

OD 1986 Unmersal Press Syndicate

The latest bombings
for which no one has

TRUCK DRIVERS
HE'S QUOTING
5CRIPTURE,SIR

15 THAT
FAIR?

Growing Again
We need a few good
drivers. Qualifications: 25 years old, 2
years of recent over
the rood experience &
good driving record.
Benefits: family health
care, life insurance.
fuel bonus, vocation
pay & much more.
Applications accepted
at
the
Murray
Terminal
Paschall Truck
Lines Incorporated
Hwy. 601
Murray, Ky.
502.753-1717
ANTEI / guitar player
for top 40 rock band. Experience necessary. Call
901-642-6060 nights or 901642-3559 days

7- Z9
••OF .14
,
1011 rea,urr. 3.
,
1,ate

"Hold it right there, Frank! ... If you're
gonna shake, you do it in another room!"
GOBBLE
MUNCH

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

SMACK

SLURP

ACROSS

HOW CAN YOU HAVE
A SURPRISE INSPECTION
IF YOU WARN EVERYONE

NO ONE wOut-0
LISTEN TO ME

42 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
43 Mediterranean vessel
45 Abases
47 Word with

1 Defeated
amendment
4 Accumulate
9 Goddess of
infatuation
12 Deface
13 Fortunetelling card
14 Equality
15 Lance
17 Unpaid
athlete
19 Cravats
21 Compass
point
22 Church
dignitary
25 Get up
29 Note of scale
30 Little
32 Cuts
33 Aspire
35 Killed
37 - sequitor
38 River in
Belgium
40 Penetrate
1

2

carte
49 Tear
50 Climbing
devices
54 Halts
57 Guido's high
note
58 City in Florida
60 Female ruff
61 Spread for
drying
62 Saunters

lazily

ALB
ACTOR
TOE
MEA
LOIRE MOUT
TARTAR
ENCORE
RIPE
AL
PRAYIORA
I DEA
ROTllilTRANSMI TS
00 TAAANIB
AS
DETENTION
ONE
SOON
EAT
GNAT
OB
NAVE
SPARED
TEMPTS
EAR
LINEN
EEL
EWE
LEAST
ANY

63 Consume
crest
4 Brooks
5 Tantalum
symbol
6 Angld-Saxon
money
7 Italy's capital
8 Babylonian

1 River in
Germany
2 Knock
3 Rugged
mountain

3

4

12•

5

6

7

8

9

17

11

14

13UUU

15

10

18

•

hi
19

21UU

SUUU24

hilki
AFTER THEY
GUNNED DOWN
THE C1CLE
OUARDS WE
WERE CACLEP....

29

ki

33

111
lid

11 40

WI

nil
la UU
vi
ill
25

26

32

'

Ill

ill

45

WI
lid
i
hi

WIWI
58

via

•UI
dUUUU
ill

23
1 LAiftt
rican
antelope
26 Electrified
particle
27 Faint
28 Anglo-Saxon
31 Liquid
measure
34 Encountered
Goddess of
36 itisue
retributive

111

42

44

hero
9 Emulate
10 Type of cross
11 Sin
16 Is ill
18 Tenure
20 Vapid
22 Frolics

slaves

ill

Help

Peruse
4
39
1 L
Lease
eas
44 Fragrant .

46 uts
W re
h,p
in
48 Dry
,
50 Permit
51 October brew
III
52.Mom's
partner
Mil '53 Sodium
55
60UU

ibee seed
echdloride

56 Deposit
59 Myself

Wanted

CHRISTIAN babysitter
needed part time for
kindergarten child for
half-day. 715-1,2:00,
starting Aug. 18th.
Some light housekeeping. Must have own
transportation. References required. If
interested call 753-1490.
bo you need a job and
hope for the future? We
now have 5 openings
that' include' training
and placement. You
may qualify if you don't
have a GED or High
School diploma and
have been out of school
9 months or more and
are between ages of 16 &
22. Call us at JTPA
753-9378 Monday-Friday
8a.m.-1p.m.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! 1714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
slamp.e.d envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise. Ft. Pierce. Fl.
33482.
EX PERIENCE,D over
the road truck driver.
Must be at least 25 yrs.
of age & 2 yrs. over the
road verifiable
Call
436.2837.
MAID. reliable person
must work weekends,
have phone at home. 40
hours per week. days
Experience prefered
Apply in person Eagle
Inn, 517 S-12th Street.
PHARMACY Techician Full time positions
available for mature,
responsible individual.
Prior experience
necessary. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-R.
Murray, Ky.
REPS needed for business accounts. Full time . $60.000-$80,000part-time. 812.000-51s
000- No selling. repeat
business. Set your on
hours Training pro.
vided Call: I-612-9:
6870. Ml".
5p m. 'Central
Standard Time,
RN or,hi? p9sition is
availialge4..fun. 11 to 7
shift. .Employee would
be scheduled Monday
through Friday with
eveiy weekend off
Excellent salary & be...ileitis Apply in - person
at Care Inn. Mayfield.
or call 247-0200.
SECRETARIAL - position open in local office
Excellent benefits
Salary commensurate
with experience Shorthand an asset but not
essential. Send resume
to: P.() Box 1114(1.3,
Murray. Ky.
SPOUSE Abuse program
is in need of female staff
persons who an,willing to
work directly with -vit.tems and to provide up to
24 hours support. Call
Spouse Abuse hotline 7594050

Start
Immediately
We are looking for
men and women
with
thesequalifications. Neat
appearance, excellent
work
habits,
career
minded. Looking
for opportunity, no
investment
we
train.
Call Tuesday
evening
4:30-6:30 or Wed.
8 a.m.-12 Noon
759-4097
,9.-Si-tuation

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

DOWN

6

Wanted

CARPENTER wants
work. Call Rick Brunner 436-2922. Reasonable rates. References.
Prices given for
framing or trim.
MAINTENANCE
foreman. 1(1 yr exp.. in
industrial maintenance,
recent recipient of Ass
Deg. in electronics with
GPA of 3.31. Responsible, stable,- mature
family man. with
honorable discharge.
vietnarn vet, seeks employment with good
company. Phone
502.759-4104,
TWO 17 year old boys
willing to do odd jobs
Have pickup. Call 7534656.
WILL do house cleaning
References. Reasonable rates Call
436.5481.
WILL do house cleaning
by the hour or the job.
Call 759-4697
WILL sit with elderly
nights Call days 437-4580
or after 5 PM 753-4590.
Good references.
WILL sit with elderly or
convalescent in home or
hospital. days & nights.
References 759-4697

10 Business

Opportunity

I)ISTRIBUTORSHIP
High volume route for
sale in Murray. KY.
Average income
114.000-$16.000 plus One
day work week. Sell for
$13,500 cash Call 1.500528.9273 until 6p m.
daily

14

Want to Buy

VICE rised hide a 'ed
prefer color to be beige,
rust or bhie Ca11753.'"
9555 or 753-3506
WANT to buy used
playpen Call 755-2929
after 5p m

•

...1•Ite
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CLASSIFIEDS
14. Want to Buy
WILL buy junk cars &
trucks. Call 753-3633.
15 Articles for Sale
KENMORE washer &
dryer, excellent condition. Both for $200. Call
753-3536

FOR SALE
Sawmill slabs,
perfect for tobacco firing. $5.00
per bundle. 3
bundles will make
a BIG truck load
Call before coming
to make sure there
will be someone to
load you.
Robert Cantrell
Palmersville, Tenn.
901-822-3685
MOVING must sell
desk, tables, cedar

chest, 3-piece bedroom
set plus misc. Call after
5p.m. 753-8573.
16

Home

Furnishings

FOR SALE
Moving Must Sell

Bassett bedroom
suite. Strafford love
seat sofa (floral
design), (striped)
loveseat hid-a-bed,
oval wood dinette
w(6 chairs, assorted
accessories, pictures
& lamps. All in good
condition
Call 759-1884
WHIRLPOOL
-,MICROWAVE ovens as

20

Sports Equipment

24. Miscellaneous

TROPHIES and

plaques now at Faye's,
trophies lettered free.

514 Main. 753-7743

24 Miscellaneous
12x15 RUG, green, good
condition, cheap. Can
be seen 110.5 S. 9th St.
2-PIECE Hollywood bed
set with 1 corner & 3
straight pillows. $50; 2
large metal desks, 2
cribs. 8 ft. redwood
picnic table. Call 4365411.
4- FOUR wheel drive
truck tires. $500. Call
753-0747.
BALLOONS- we deliver. Faye's- 514 Main753-7743.

nENEF•IELD Ireland
woodburning fireplace
insert- glass doors,
thermostat controlled
blower. $175. Tempmaster air conditioner.
_energy saver, 24,200
BTU, $250. 17 Cu. ft.
Trucold chest type deep
freeze. $125. Phone
759-1035.
BROWN leather ready
lift chair, reclines and
has hand belt operation.
approx 5 mo old, like
new. $600 or best offer.
Call 489-2296.
EPSON PX-8 compact
computer, includes
computer with screen,
ROM. data center.
printer. IBM & Apple
compatable. Runs off
110V or batteries. Call
753-2926.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Need winter firewood
now? Call. D.W. Fox
753-8568.
GRASS is growing Sr
will continue to grow
this summer! Swap for
a new wheel horse now.
Prices will never be
lower! Instant credit!
90 days same as cash!
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.

30. Business Rentals

NEW residential wood
raised panel overhead
door, 16x7 at $289. Good
used wood residential
overhead door, 887 at
$50. New heavy duty
commercial wood
overhead door. 8x8 at
$289. New commercial
fiberglass overhead
door 1288 at $500. New
commercial aluminum
storefront entrance
with. 3x7 door at $300.
We can arrange installation for any of
these. 365-7940 days.
522-7739 evenings &
weekends. Malcolm
Fizert.
NEW tobacco sticks 20
cents each. George
Patrum, Puryear. TN
247-5549.
CRYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jefferson St., Paducah, KY.
442-4302. Desks, chairs.
files and much moreG•ood quality used
furniture.
PROTECT your investment put a rubber •
bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.

Miierray Ledger & Times

OFFICE space in
Southside Shopping
Center. Call 753-4509.
753-6612.

1 BR apt . appliances 38. Pets -Supplies
furnished. Avail. im- Ake German
mediately. Call Shepherds, adult and
puppies. Free ob753.3182.
2-3 BR furnished apt. edience training with
$175 a month. Call
498-8977.
2 BR. 2 bath apt..
washer & dryer hookup.
appliances & water
furnished. Near University. No pets please.
Call 753-3949.
2 BR furnished apt. at
Cypress Springs, by the
day, week or month. No
pets. Call 436-2954 if no
answer 436-2231.
EXTRA nice furnished
efficiency apt. for two
female students, two
blocks from University.
$290 a month, utilities
included. $100 deposit
required No smokers
please. Call 753-2813.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR.

Housing .Opportunity.
759-4984.
NICE 2 BR apt.. central
heat & air No pets. Call
492-8634.
NICE 2 BR duplex with
carport in private area.
Appliances furnished. No
pets. Call 753-3343
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray Call 75:1-4109 or
762-6650.
ONE bedroom Duplex
Apartment, near downtown. $140 per month, One
year lease. Deposit. No
pets. Call 753-3913.
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt 1. 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts.. Hardin. Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
WANTED: Female
roommate to share
furnished house. Reasonable expenses References required. Call
759-4011.

low as $4 per week: 25"
New Group Medicare
Magnavox cblor TV as IT S not to early to think
Supplements Plans
low as $7 per week; about your chain saw
Whirlpool. automatic needs for fall wood
Announcedwasher as low as $6 per cutting! See us at
At Rates As Low As
week; Whirlpool re- Stokes Tractor. Indust•frigerator as low as $8 rial Rd. 753-1319.
a month!
.per, week Goodyear LARGE, large,
large
753-0595.*
Bennett &
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
Associates
19 Farm Equipment
34. Houses for Rent
immediate delivery.
305 N 4th
4.1.1 HEEL trailer, ex- Acree Portable
I BEDROOM house at
Murray
753-7273
tremely heavy duty. Buildings. Mayfield.
Hamlin. Private drive
Call 436-2879.
Ky 502-247-7831
with lake access Fur26
TV
Radio
nished with central heat
FISHER 19 color T V. & air. VW per month,
with stereo. 2 months $200 deposit. Call 436old. Call after 5p.m 2811 after 6p.m.

$21

Allison Photography
has moved
to a new location
607 S. 4th St. 753-8809

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
International company is looking
for a career-minded individual who
is outgoing and interested in a
ground floor opportunity with our
rapidly expanding organization.
The person we seek will have a
sincere desire to advance up the
career ladder. For confidential interview call 269-5883.
HEARING
MURRAY INDEPENDENT
BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Murray Independent Board of Education
will hold a public hearing in the Murray Board

of Education meeting room on August 14,
1986, at 7:30 p.m. for the purpose of hearing
public comments regarding a proposed General
Fund Tax Rate on real estate and tangible property of 24.6 cents; a Special Voted Building
Fund tax rate on real estate and tangible personal property of 8.1 cents.
The General Fund tax rate levied in 1985-86
on real estate was 24.4 cents and produced
revenue of $304, 158.26 and tangible personal property of 26.3 cents to produce
revenue of $54,051.97. The proposed General
Fund tax rate on real estate of 24.6 cents is
expected to produce $318,142.31 for fiscal
year 1986-87. The proposed General Fund tax
rate on tangible personal property of 24.6
cents is expected to produce $62,344.86 for
fiscal year 1986-87. The Special Voted
&Acting Fund tax rate levied in 1985-86 on real
estate was 8.0 cents and produced revenue
of $99,724.02 and tangible personal property of 8.8 cents produced revenue of
$18,085.83. The proposed 1986-87 Special
Voted Tax rate on real estate of 8.1 cents is
expected co produce $104,754.18 and tangible personil property of 8.1 cents w9I produce
$20,528 19 The Compensating General Fund
tax rate on real estate for 1986-87 is 24.0
cents with revenue of $310,382.74 expected,
tangible personal property tax rate of 24.0
cents is expected to produce $60,824.25. The
Compensating Special Voted tax rate on real
estate is 7.9 cents with revenue of
$102,167.65, and a tax rate of 7.9 cents on
tangible personal property will produce
revenue of $20,021.32. The General Fund tax
rate and Special Voted tax rate of 35 1 cents
on the motor vehicle assessment will generate
$92,527.67 in revenue for 1986-87
The general areas to which revenue in ex
cess of 1985-86 revenue in the amount of
$32,034.13 is to be allocated as follows: instructional programs. aides. classroom supplies, equipment, salaries. pupil transportation.
operation and maintenance of plant, fixed
charges. buldings and grounds
The General Assembly has required publica
tion of this advertisement and the information
contained herein

762-6105.
27 Mobile Homes for Sale

Simbrah bulls. Performance & semen
tested. Excellent quality. $650 & up. Cadiz.
Ky. 522-8794

32. Apts for Rent

RON'S Muffler will IA renting. Equal

change your oil filter
with tube. $14.95; heavy
duty shocks, $15.90 installed: mufflers, $26.95
installed. 400 N. 4th St.
753-3514.
SPRAY paint gun and
rear tail light for Buick.
Call 759-1346.
STOP by & see the new
BCS tiller for your fall
tilling. Stokes tractor.
Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
WE have a few new
push mowers left at
bargain prices- including the new Hi-Wheel
Push! Stokes Tractor
753-1319 Industrial- Rd.
WE .have good clean 55
gal. drums. $6 each. AG
Brokers. Industrial Rd.
753-4533. • -

37. Livestock-Supplies
S I M M E 'N T A I. and

3 BR brick house Lease
deposit -required.
Located in town $375 a
month. No pets Call
759-1503.
&

purchase of AKC
Australian cattle dogs.
Boarding available.
Call 436-2858.
AKC registered Cocker
Spaniel puppies. red &
1,5.h ite. Call 753-9570
BRITTANY pups.
registered. champion
lines. S months old. 2
orange & white males. 2
liver & white males.
William Wesley - 901692-'
3268 after 5p.m daily.
anytime Sat. 8r Sun.
DOG boarding. Obedience training. AKC.
German -Shepherds,.
AKC Australian CatHe
dogs. 436-2858.

BELL peppers for sale.
Call 489-2653.

41. Public Sales
MON INC sale house full
of furniture, electric
keyboard, 3 boats, stereo,
school ring almost new
wedding rings 753-6438.

4 BR, 2 baths, living room, kitchen,
utility, carport, fenced in backyard.
80x180 lot. Low $50's.

1491 or 753-4473
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned Shady Oaks
753-5209.
COMPLETELY re
modeled. stove re
frigerator, air con
ditioner. furnished. Call
753-9478.
NICE 2 BR trailer. near
Murray. No pets Call
489-2611
30

Business

Rentals

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
Beautiful decorated
building, fully
carpeted, walls
carpeted & mirror
lined 30x90
Available now
Reasonable rent
College Campus

Call 753-2967
OFFICE space 1 year
more
leaSe rnipimum
if •needed). 1 private

office, 1 receptionist
office. °1 bath. storage
room, 1 . par`king space
free city parkin next to
office. Utilities fur
nished. $250 per month
Write P.0 Box 1040 B.
Murray. Ky. for more

1617 Loch Lomond Dr.
753-6120 or 435-4338
Johnny Rickman
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Up

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today

349.10
354.00
4.90

Up
Compliments of:
VERNON S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071

5.02
5.05
.03

753 7113
WI. buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
We loan money on anything of volt.
Hours: 10 6 Doily, Closed Sunday

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
The 10th of each month is a very important
date to your newspaper carrier Your carrier
must receive your payment by the 10th of the
month in order to pay their bill_
You see, these carriers are independent
business men and women They buy their
papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them
to you at the retail delivery rate When you
don't pay them by the 10th. they have to dig
down into their own pockets to make up the
difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the
10th of each month They depend on you to
write their pay checks
Collection time.can be an inconvenience for
you and your carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid
getting caught without the rtght change and

.you avoid the bother of monthly collections.

Mifrray Ledger & Times

information

47 Motorcycles
19)-4 HD Sportster, 13.
(X)0 mi . black. 42.000.
Call 7S3-3272 after 6p.m.
53
1986 HONDA 250R 3wheeler, like new. Call
afterArrn. 753-5824.
YAMAHA 650 Special.
good condition, beautiful. Call 753-6149 or
759-1207.

Services

Offered

ROOFING
Professional

Quick Neat & Clean
Free Estimates
Work Guaranteed
753 2926

49. Used Cars
1971 VOLKSW AGON
Super Beetle, very good
condition. Call after
4p.m. 753-5624
1972 CREVELLE Malibu. 2 door coupe. Call
753-6215.
1973 .50 TRIUMPH
Bonneville. Call between 7:30a.m.-4p.m.
Carroll Volkswagen 7538850, ask for Marty.
1977 NOVA, 60xxx. excellent body, runs good.
2 local owners, new
brakes. tires & battery.
Asking $1700. 753.6746.
1977 PONTIAC Grand

43. Real Estate
KOPPF.RUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous
competent Real Estate Prix, fully equipped.
service. We make buy- Call 762-6105 after 5p.m.
ing & selling Real 1978 THUNDERBIRD,
Estate easy for you. .
ps. pb, air. t -tops.
LAKE WAY Shores cruise, tilt. 60 40 seats,
area, Hwy. 280. Lake $2500. Call 759-151.
view. 3 BR house. 1981 CAPRICE Deisel.
$39.000. 615-331-6066.
new '84 engine. 45.000
LAKEWAY Shores, miles. loaded, good
lake view cottage, 2 BR. condition. $2500. Call
437-4848;
.
$21,000 615-331-6066.
1981 CHE% Y Chevette, 4
46: Homes for Sale
door hatchback, auto.
39,5011 THREE bed- tilt a-heel, power and
room brick with car-. air. 59,000 .miles,
port. Two bath. 1 1 2 AM FM radro. like
acre lot, garden, fruit new tires. Book Value
trees, outside storage. 3 $2,550. loan value $2.300.
Miles from town. 121 Will sell today for $1995.
South on right. Look for Call 435-4338 anytinie.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 1981 MERCURY Capri,
Realtors sign or call low milaege, automatic.
Call 753-4023.
James Hart at 753-1492.
BRICK house, large lot. 1981 OLDS Delta. Roy2,300 sq. ft.. $54.000. ale. 2 door, high mileAvailable immediately. age, one owner. excel712 Olive St. 753-1220 or lent condition, $3500.
Call 753-0368 after 5p.m.
901-682-9829.
BY owner- Tr -level 1982 CADILLAC Seville
brick & frame on large Elegante. 4-door,
lot 2 miles from Murray AM/FM stereo cass-

Brick Home
For Sale

Gold

SHAKESPEARE troll- GUTTERING by Sears
ing milky. 25 lb thrust, Sears continuous gut
ter
like new. Call 753-4788.
installed for your
STARCRAFT 14' tn. spec ificatrons Cali
hull fiberglass boat with Sears 753 2310 for free
sub floor, 2 live wells & estimate
steering wheel. 35 h p HAMILTON Culturec
Evinrude, electric Marble. tops sinks
start, new striker batt- panels, custom made
ery. Holsclaw till vanities FreeaEst 753
trailer. complete- $900. 9400.'
Also. Cherokee 15' tn. HOUSE building.'
re
hull fiberglass bass modeling, storage
boat. 2 live wells, sub buildings,
driveway
floor, steering column,
sealing. For all your
padded swivel seats. building
8. home repairs
rod racks, heavy duty call
Duncan's Con
tilt trailer, 75 h.p. struction
474 8000
Johnson electric Mart.
new interstate battery. INSULATION blown in
complete- $1000. Both in by Sears. TVA ap
great condition Call proved Save on those
high heating and cool
after 5p m 759-9577

Produce

12860. 2 BR, in Fox
Meadows, excellent
condition. Moving must
on 121 S. 3 or 4 BR's. 2
sell. Call 759-9890 or 5 ROOM house, bath. baths, priced in
the
753-5f144.
i utility. City water. Re- $50's. 753-6553.
12860. 28R. central air ferences. Responsible CEDAR LOG HOMES.
& heat. Some furniture, couples. No pets Near Northern white cedar.
Lake area. Call Murray. References. No rot, no bugs. You
$185. 753-7551.
753-4445.
build or we build
1973 2 BR. 12865 Holly EXTRA nice. large. 4 901-644-9052 Brenda
Park with tip-out. to be BR house to responsible Munson.
moved. $5700. Call 753- family. Appliances. No LOG home on Ky. Lake.
pets. References. Call approximately
9873 or 436-5836.
2625 sq.
1978 12860 ALAMO. 2 753-7457.
ft.. 2 story with full
BR. 1 bath, 2 ceiling FEMALE wanted to basement, large deck &
fans. appliances. $6850. share nice fully furnished
porch. Extra lot. Great
Call 759-1054.
house located near Un- house for large family
1982 14870, 3 BR. 2 bath. iversity Inn. Call after 4 Must sell. 436-2573 after
excellent condition. pm. 753-4101
• m or weekends.
Assume payments. Call
436-5541.
1982 14870. 2 large
bedrooms. 2 full baths.
large kitchen and liing
room, newly decorated.
Call 489-2813.
1983 BUCCANEER
doublewide. 24852. 3
BR, 2 bath, all appliances. central & wood
heat. Must sell. Will
accept bids. Call 436.

2211.
24x52 '77 LIBERTY, 3
BR, 2 full baths, garage.
paved driveway. 24
huge- trees. over 1-2
acre, iii Stella. LOW
$20's. 753-4124.
ONE bedroom Trailer
10845. reodeled inside and
out, step up kitchen. 753-

52. Boats -Motors

REMODELED 3 Bdrm.
home wivinyl siding,
carport & attached
storage building. 2 ceiling fans, gas heat and
1 2 basement Priced
in 30's 753-1500
SECLUDED 3 bedroom.
2 bath. brick home on 15
acres. 6 miles east of
Murray 864.500 Phone
436-5574
TWO bedroom house on
3 Acres, with several
Outbuilding including a
24832 shop and satellite
dish Located in Penny
area 753 2900 or 753
5702 after 5 pm

Ake

40

46. Homes for Sale

Used

miles South 121. 2nd
drive on 893 Call 753.
8707 after 5p m
Campers

AIRSTREAM. self26
,
contained. air. good
condition Call 7534487

PICKUP camper.
stove, refrigerator,
electric monomatic
toilet. intercom. Call
436 2,t79
52

ing bills. Call Sears
7 5 3 7310 for - tree

estimate
J L McKnight & Sons

Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd Buyer of standing
timber Call 753 7528
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs

experience Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below

4669.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, di s -

I

•

ROOFING

1

Metal & Shingles
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding

Free estimates

Call 759 1600
SE iNG Machine Re
pair Alf makes and
models Home 8. In
dustrial Bag 'closing
machines Also scissor
sharpening 40 yrs
experience All work
guaranteec K enneth
Barnhill 753 7 6-7 4.
Stella Ky
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE
Mechanicaliy ri•movect
10 inches beiow the
surface, no carnage to

r rounding lawn
Larry Wooci 753 021'
SUMMER is the t:me to
either aeriawoog Or
remove aisc.asec

an

a or unwarted trees
For all your nec2C15 call

Orrirtv.s

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

•
•
•

•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & Sara Our Display
•

• 409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940 •
• • • • ••• • OOOOOOOOOOO • •

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

Specialty Advertising
(502) 753-3299

SMALL
CARPENTRY

Norman Rockwell Calendars
Balloons
Pens
Matches
Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Hopkins Insurance Agency
LIFE
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER

INTENSIVE CARE
HEALTH

753-9440

Corner 13th & Poplar

GENERAL HOMg
REPAIR. 15 years ex-perience. Carpentry

115 South 13th
Murray, Ky 42071
1502) 753-6202

concrete, plumbing .
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free es
timates. Days 753 6973

nights 474 2276.
GENE-RAL Build.no
Repair 70 years ex
perience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & out
door Odd jobs No let
to small 474 8057
GREENHOUSES anc
Sun rooms, st,arting
with your patio founcla bon Enjoy the outside
all year Custom build
energy saver homes
Contracted hourly So

lar home builders
Tripp Williams 753 0563

115 South 13th Street •
Murray. Kentucky 4207',
502-753-3492

SALES • RENTALS

Chemicals•Maintenance

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Installing
City
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks All
types
backhoe
work

753-9224
30 Years Experience

Boats Motors

ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans. electrical,
14 FT Dora iraft alum
boat with carpet. ped Plumbing, fencing You
seats, trolling motor7 2 name it, I do it. You
buy, I install' You
batteries and' 25 h p
Evinrude electric start break. 1-e'fix Call 436
Heavy duty trailer ALsii. 2868 evenings • ' _

Ruger Red Label o u PAINTING -:Paper
hanging commerical or
shotgun. 20 ga skeet
skeet 753-8987
residential. Pree es
1976. 14 FT. fiberglass timatd, .References 25
boat. 55 h 9 motor with veare experience.
trailer, trolling motor. Tremon,Farris 759.1987
live-well. depth finder. 10bFlttiG, Siding,
Call 753-7707
Concrete work, Ad
19S5 PONTOON boat ditions. Painting.
with 135 Johnson motor, General Carpentry.
depth finder. skis. P A AAolony
753 8628
trailer Call 1.328.8398
Free Estimates

Interesting housi.. Gatesborough. split
levell large shade trees, lit lot, painted in
side "and out 1985. Landscaped in 1986
Heating and cooling system new-I986 For
mal living and dining room,eat-in kitchen
24 bath, 3 bedrooms,2.car garage, den with
fireplace. gas started..pwner says sell.

Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate
207 Maple, Murray. KY
Call Pete Waldrop

Office 759 1707
Home 753 7249
Chuck Williams Home 435 4561

1
ANO111111111111011100.Ir......
11
01.•
.•••".

53. Services Offered
FENCE sales at Sears
floss Call Sears 753-2310
for free
if, for
your nvt-il-

surface. Call 753 0366
LEE'S CARPET Bove,
Tree Servick.
work. Tree trimming. CLEANING For all thc proh-st,Onair,
removal of unwanted your carpet & up hoist
753 0338
trees & shrubbery. mow ery cleaning For a free WET 13,-.SEMENT
yards, light hauling & estimate call 753 5827
mat,- /wet basements
wood for sale. Free Satisfied references
Or
A or k c Ornpfetety
estimates. 753-0680 or MITCHELL Paving
goarantueCi Call Or
759-1683.
Commercial, re
wrIe
Morgan Con
ALL type masonry sidential
Large or struction Co Pt 1 Box
work, block, brick, small 30 years ex
409A Paducar Ky
concrete, driveways. perience Cali 753 1537
42901 or call 1 442 7026
sidewalks. patios, house
MOBILE HOME WILL do bushhogging
foundations, new Specialist
Repair and and oroer gardens Call
chimneys or chimney
preventative mainten
'53 859'
repair. 25 years exance Rodf, floors
perience. Free esplumbing, wiring
ALUMINUM
timates. Call Charles
hurricane straps 759
Barnett 753-5476.
SERVIC
4850
E CO.
APPLIANCE
Aluminum and vinyl
SERVICE. Kenmore. MOODY'S Mower
siding. Custom trim
pickup ano
W estinghouse. Repair
work. References.
All wort
Whirlpool. 23. years delivery
Coll Will Ed Bailey
experience. Parts and guaranteed Call 753
753-0689
service. Bobby Hopper, 5668
Bob's Appliance Ser- MOWING, hauling
bushes & trees pruned 56 Free Column
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 436- or removed, spray un
-rt. haired.
wanted weeds, etc. Call FREE.
5848 lhomei.
black & 'white -female
759.48
08
or
9661
759
7
APPLIANCE 'repairpuppy. 2 mor.ths
washers- dryers- evenings per week
Call 759-9653.
refrigerators- rangesair cond. Georg.' Hodge
& Son. 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 753:

Trucks

1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. V-8, PS. Good
condition. Call 753-8124.
1974 CHEVROLET 1. 2
ton pickup. good condition, auto., ps. pb. ac.
tilt, $1350. Call 753-3415.
after 5p.m. 753-8756.
1983 Gale Sierra Classic,
short wheel base, loaded
wide tires and wheels,
raised fiberglass topper.
41.000 plus miles Call
753-7310.
1985 4 WHEEL drive
Chevrolet Scottsdale.
Call 753-0747. Best offer
1 9 8 5 S .1 0 C H•E V Y
pickup. 4 speed with air
8z lots of extras Rainbow paint. $7000. Call
759-9698.
'75 FORD Conversion
Van. front & rear air.
82.650. Call 753-4445.
'77 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive pickup. 3 4
ton. 4 speed trans ,
lock -in lock -out hubs
Call 753-2435.
'77 FORD Econoline • 150
window van, ps. pb, ac,
stereo throughout van.
Excellent condition.
Call after 2p m
753-4339
'78 CHE‘11 van, black
and beige with AM FM
cassette for sale Call
Alvin at 75:1-7284 after
6 .m
DGE Van. 1971 See 4

51

Services Offered

2 ME:\ 5,irlt to do .yard

h washers, refrigerators. etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.
CARPET installation.
professional service
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
ette, 50.000 actual miles
CONTRACTOR- carCall 753-9240.
1984 DATSUN 300ZX. pentry. painting. Big or
blue. az...am -fm small we do it all
stereo, 14.000 actual Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
miles. Call 753-9240.
'72 V8. ‘'ega body, 489-2663.
narrowed rear. roll DAVE'S Window
bars. more. Call 753- Cleaning Residential.
commercial. one & two
9802.
.
'82 REGAL Limited. 4 story. References.
door, all power, air. Call Senior Citizen discount
753.9873 or 436.5636. '
7534464.
50

53
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AIDS an odd factor
in custody struggle
CHICAGO AP - It
has the makings of an
ordinary custody battle:
mother vs. father, the
children in the middle.
But one painful twist
sets it apart - AIDS.
Growing fear of the
deadly disease, already
a focus of lawsuits involving schools and the
workplace, has spread
to a domestic court in a
family feud some say
could have repercussions for millions of
Americans.
A homosexual father
is fighting his former
wife's demand that he
take an AIDS screening
test _before their two
daughters can visit him
overnight.
That single struggle
has blossomed into a
legal war involving the
American Civil Liberties Union and gay
rights activists, who
argue one court-ordered
test could set -a
dangerous precedent.
-There would be
nothing to stop other
people from taking advantage of AIDS-related
hysteria and requiring
testing on them." said

Benjamin Schatz of the
San Francisco-based
National Gay Rights
Advocates.
"It could open up
employment
discrimination,- he
said. "Who's to stop
hotels or bars from requiring testing of certain patrons? Or
landlords from saying
tenants have to be
negative' to live in their
houses?
"The possibilities are
endless," added Schatz,
a member of a legal
team representing the
father. "It leads down a
very frightening path."
But Patrick McGann,
the mother's lawyer,
scoffs at the notion that
this case, known as
Susan Doe vs. John Doe
to protec4-identities on
both sides, could
establish a legal
landmark.
"This is a gay issue
only," McGann said.
"They're trying to turn
it into a constitutional
argument and it's not."
Cook County Circuit
Judge Richard Jorzak
last year issued what
was believed to be the

TUESDAY,JULY 29, 19611
nation's first court area schoolteacher.
order requiring both showed no exposure to
parents to take the test the virus. McGann-said.
that detects antibodies The father, a 34-.yearold
to AIDS.
San Francisco shipping
The mother, a worker, refused to be
35-year-old Chicago. tested, arguing it was

A

WASHINGTON 4AP
The dapper pianist
- President Reagan. beamed with delight as
presenting Vladimir first lady Nancy Reagan
Horowitz the nation's placed the golden medal
highest civilian award, and its blue ribbon
says the concert artist's around his neck during
recent tour of his Rus- a brief ceremony in the
sian homeland reminds Roosevelt Room.
• I. S and Soviet citizens
• of our common • "What can I say?
Thank you, thank you,
humanity."
The 52-year,-old piano thank you, thank you,
virtuoso was awarded thank you again,'thank
the Presidential Medal you,". Horowitz said,
if Freedom on Mtinday. after kissing Mrs.
Earlier this year, he Rea.gan's hand in a
hope
performed in Moscow courtly gesture.
And Leningrad. the first I deserve."
events in the cultural
"You do," responded
h nge program Reagan.
upon by Reagan
The pianist's concerts
,,rd Soviet leader were the first in his
Nlikha:1 l;orbachevAlur- homeland since he fled
:,
their summit in the revolution -torn
, ;,neva last year,
country 61 years ago.

Hog market

_GM QUAUTY I
SERVICE PARTS

FOR SALE

Stock Market
Industrial Average
-2.67
Previous Close
1773.90
Air Products
321/4
American Telephone
231/4 unc
Briggs & Stratton
32 +1
/
4
Chrysler
36 +
CSX Corp
26% -1/a
Dean Foods
Mks -11
/
4
Dollar Gen, Store
I7%B 181/8A
Exxon
Ford
55% +3/
G.A.F.
33 -1
/
4
6914 +
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
1%
06% '
Goodrich
37% '%
Goodyear
30
%

I.B.M..
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kniart
Kroger
Overnight Tra ns.
JCPenney
Pepwalt
Quaker oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart ...
N'endy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Commercial & Multi-Family Lots

131% -%
533/8 +'/i
211
/
2B 213/4A
52% +
62 -1
/
2
29% -%
81% -2%
46/
1
4 -1
/
2

29%
79%
41%
45%
13/
3
4

-%
-1%
-5/s
tine
une
6.13

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

04160/Ai. 5)0101/1 C011.011A2ION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

No. 66 1 12,000
67 '12,000
77 '12,000
78 '12,000
79 '12,000
80 8'12,000
81 '15,500
82 '15,500
83 '15,500
84 '15,500
106'36,500

Lot No.28 '2.55 sq. ft.
29 '2.55 sq. ft.
32 1 2.55 sq. ft.
36 $2.75 sa. ft.
40 SOLD
41 SOLD
42 SOLD
43 136,500
63 1 12,000
64 '12,000
65 '12,000

+%
42% +1%

Builders and Developers Welcome
Financing Available

HOLIDAY PROPERTIES, INC.
(502)753 7462
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Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning,
Power Steering, Power Brakes, low
Mileage; Brorize in Color. •
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with a male lover in
Chicago.
His attorneys say he
now lives alone.
Neither he nor hisformer wife consented
to be interviewed.

Hwy, 641 N., 1/2 mile from MSU Stadium
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his Sandinista govern- the international court
ment are hard for proceedings that led to
Americans to the June 27 condemnain
tion, and has said it will
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take Measures we wish- The court is the judicial
ed we hadn't had to, arm of the United
measures that are dif- Nations.
ficult to understand in
At the church. Ortega
the United States ...," said Roman Catholic
Ortega told several hun- Bishop Pablo Antonio
dred people Monday in Vega had been expelled
the packed Riverside from the country and La
Church, his second ap- Prensa newspaper clospearance before a ed because both supchurch group in two ported U.S: aid to the
days.
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arose in the Doe case
when the father asked
that his daughters, ages
9 and 11, be allowed to
visit him in San Francisco, where he moved
last year after living

STADIUM VIEW SUBDIVISION

Violinist Horowitz awarded

highest honor by Reagan

unnecessary and an 'in- with the ACLU. ••AIDS
vasion of privacy.
is not casually transmit"It's just not ap- ted. Even if he had it,
propriate from a and he doesn't, he still
medical standpoint." should be able to see the
said Michael Closen, kids."
representing the father
The subject of AIDS
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